How to use story-based strategy to win campaigns, build movements, and change the world

by Patrick Reinsborough & Doyle Canning
Advance Praise for Re:Imagining Change

“Re:Imagining Change is a one-of-a-kind essential resource for everyone who is thinking big, challenging the powers-that-be and working hard to make a better world from the ground up. This innovative book provides the tools, analysis, and inspiration to help activists everywhere be more effective, creative and strategic. This handbook is like rocket fuel for your social change imagination.”
~Antonia Juhasz, author of The Tyranny of Oil: The World’s Most Powerful Industry and What We Must Do To Stop It and The Bush Agenda: Invading the World, One Economy at a Time

“We are surrounded and shaped by stories every day—sometimes for better, sometimes for worse. But what Doyle Canning and Patrick Reinsborough point out is a beautiful and powerful truth: that we are all storytellers too. Armed with the right narrative tools, activists can not only open the world’s eyes to injustice, but feed the desire for a better world. Re:Imagining Change is a powerful weapon for a more democratic, creative and hopeful future.”
~Raj Patel, author of Stuffed & Starved and The Value of Nothing: How to Reshape Market Society and Redefine Democracy

“Yo Organizers! Stop what you are doing for a couple hours and soak up this book! We know the importance of smart “issue framing.” But Re:Imagining Change will move our organizing further as we connect to the powerful narrative stories and memes of our culture.”
~Chuck Collins, Institute for Policy Studies, author of The Economic Meltdown Funnies and other books on economic inequality

“Politics is as much about who controls meanings as it is about who holds public office and sits in office suites. Knowing how to knock on doors, organize community meetings and plan a street protest is no longer enough, today’s activists need to know how to generate symbols, tell stories, and tap into popular dreams. smartMeme’s Re:Imagining Change is THE handbook for fighting on this cultural terrain. The only problem I have with the book is that I can’t keep it on my desk—all my activist friends keep borrowing it.”
~Stephen Duncombe, author of Dream: Re-Imagining Progressive Politics in an Age of Fantasy
“Re:Imagining Change is worthy of praise. As an introduction to story-based strategy, the book offers organizers and advocates a new and necessary way to understand and transform the impact of stories on our public life.”
~ Malkia Cyril, Director, Center for Media Justice

“Our stories are powerful enough to change the world—if you believe. SmartMeme’s Re:Imagining Change will give you the tools and confidence to unleash the power of the stories that live in your community and make the dream of ‘another world is possible,’ a reality.”
~Robby Rodriguez, Executive Director of the SouthWest Organizing Project and co-author of Working Across Generations: Defining the Future of Non-profit Leadership

“Once upon a time, left-wing activists thought being right was good enough, but the past decade has seen a more elegant and effective understanding that you need to be a lot more if you want to win. SmartMeme’s guidebook to being that more—smarter, more engaging, more subversive, more powerful—should be in every activist’s hands and imagination. It’s a great toolkit for change.”
~Rebecca Solnit, author of A Paradise Built in Hell: The Extraordinary Communities that Arise in Disaster and Hope in the Dark: Untold Stories, Wild Possibilities

“Brilliant and invaluable... Lakoff introduced the progressive movement to the power of framing. Canning and Reinsborough take framing to a far more powerful level and provide practical tools essential to the success of every progressive organization that seeks to bring forth a world of peace and justice. It gets my highest recommendation.”
~David Korten, board chair, YES! Magazine and author The Great Turning: From Empire to Earth Community and Agenda for a New Economy

“SmartMeme’s Re:Imagining Change is such an incredible resource! This is a book to consume, to go over meticulously, mark up, share with friends, and keep within arm’s reach on the shelf. The format is so accessible, the analysis and case studies show how important their groundbreaking story-based strategy is for all of the work we’re doing. Ruckus wants every group we work with to grab this book!”
~Adrienne Maree Brown, Executive Director, The Ruckus Society
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1. Introduction: The Power of Story

1.1 From Improvement to Innovation

We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them.

~ Albert Einstein

*Re:Imagining Change* is an introduction to the ideas and methods of the *smartMeme* Strategy & Training Project. We founded *smartMeme* to innovate social change strategies in response to the movement-building and messaging demands of the globalized information age. We are motivated by the social and ecological crises facing our planet and by a belief that fundamental change is not only possible, but necessary. Our mission is to apply the power of narrative to organizing, movement building, and social transformation. Our dream is a movement of movements with the power, creativity, and vision to change the world by changing the stories that shape our collective destiny.

*SmartMeme* is dedicated to holistic social change practices—shifting from issues to values, supplementing organization building with movement building, and exploring creative new strategies for confronting systemic problems. We believe that

---

*Movements have won public support with powerful stories like Rosa Parks’ refusal to change seats, the AIDS quilt carpeting the National Mall in Washington, or the polar bear stranded in a sea of melted ice.*
people-powered grassroots movements, led by those who are
most directly affected, are the engines of true social progress.

SmartMeme convenes innovators from different movements
to share ideas and reconsider strategies in the timeless endeavor
of social change. The heartbeat of the work—building relations-
ships, critical thinking, action, and reflection—remains constant.
But these practices evolve with new technologies, tools, and tech-
niques. Over the course of our work, we’ve recognized that inno-
vation doesn’t just mean improving what is already happening;
innovation requires rethinking underlying assumptions and find-
ing the courage to re-imagine what could happen.

Innovation requires creative thinking and testing hunches
with real world experiments. Re:Imagining Change is an introduc-
tion to our methodology and a report-back from our first
seven years of experimentation in what we’ve come to call story-
based strategy.

1.2 Our Approach: Story-based Strategy

The universe is made of stories, not atoms.
~ Muriel Rukeyser

Stories come in all shapes and sizes: daily anecdotes, movies, fa-
bles, or pre-packaged “news” stories created by the media. The
stories we tell show what we value; the deepest personal narra-
tives we carry in our hearts and memories remind us who we are
and where we come from.

Historically, the power of stories and storytelling has been at
the center of social change efforts. Organizers rely on storytelling
to build relationships, unite constituencies, name problems, and
mobilize people. Movements have won public support with pow-
erful stories like Rosa Parks’ refusal to change seats, the AIDS
quilt carpeting the National Mall in Washington, or the polar bear
stranded in a sea of melted ice.

SmartMeme uses storytelling to integrate traditional organizing
methods with messaging, framing, and cultural intervention.
Our training curriculum explores the role of narrative in main-
thaining the entrenched relationships of power and privilege that
define the status quo. Story-based strategy views social change
through the lens of narrative power and positions storytelling
at the center of social change strategy. This framework provides
tools to craft more effective social change messages, challenge assumptions, intervene in prevailing cultural narratives, and change the stories that shape popular culture. *Re:Imagining Change* is an introduction to **story-based strategy** and outlines some of the analytical tools and practical strategies *smartMeme* has used to fuse storytelling and campaigning.

### 1.3 About *Re:Imagining Change*

> Risk more than others think is safe,  
Care more than others think is wise,  
Dream more than others think is practical,  
Expect more than others think is possible.  
~ Anon

*Re:Imagining Change* is a stand-alone introduction to **story-based strategy** and a curriculum reader that can accompany **story-based strategy** workshops. We offer tools that can be applied to existing campaigns and explore narrative itself as a social change lens that, when used effectively, can lead to new types of strategies and action. This manual is a resource for people who want to create change and shift our society toward a more just and sustainable future.

We caution that, like all political strategies, narrative approaches must be grounded in principles and ethics.1 In our case this means a
commitment to honesty, undoing oppression, and accountability to our partners and the communities we serve. We situate our applications of story-based strategy in the context of struggles for social justice, self-determination, and an ecologically sane society.²

The ideas and tools presented in Re:Imagining Change are ingredients for a story-based strategy, and should be applied alongside the time-tested tools of strategic nonviolence,³ strategic communications,⁴ community organizing,⁵ and antiracism.⁶

This manual is divided into five primary sections. The book opens with a visual overview of the story-based strategy campaign model. Section II introduces the theoretical framework of narrative power analysis. This includes using the elements of story to deconstruct the stories we want to change as well as to construct the stories we want to tell. Section III presents the battle of the story method for creating social change narratives and messages. Section IV outlines the points of intervention model with a focus on action at the point of assumption as a means of shifting narratives. Section V presents four case studies of story-based strategy applied in grassroots struggles. The final section explores the unique relevance of story-based strategy in addressing our present political moment as defined by the unfolding ecological crisis.

We have inevitably borrowed theoretical concepts from existing bodies of work. We also humbly offer some new specialized language to communicate innovations in our thinking. Our intent is not to mystify with jargon, but rather to embrace the power of naming to communicate new ideas. We have included a glossary to define key terms throughout the manual. Glossary items are marked in bold throughout the text.

At smartMeme, we approach this work with a curious spirit of experimentation. After five years of developing and applying these ideas, we still have far more questions than answers. It is our sincere hope that Re:Imagining Change will be a conversation starter with people from all walks of life who are willing to think big, dream hard, and struggle like hell for a better world. Share your critiques, ideas, questions, and stories...join the conversation at www.smartmeme.org.
Story-based Strategy Campaign Model

**Narrative Power Analysis**

- **Identifying Targets and Audiences**
  - Targeting Institutions: What institutions are operating?
  - Targeting Decision Makers: Who can give us what we want?
  - Audiences: Who are we talking to and what do we want them to do?
  - What do we know/need to know about our audiences?
  - What are their filters/assumptions?
  - TOOLS: power map, influence map, spectrum of allies, focus groups

- **Battle of the Story** (deconstructive)
  - What are the stories we need to change? (Status quo assumptions and/or from a specific institution?)
  - Use narrative power analysis to deconstruct with elements of story
  - Identify underlying assumptions
  - Are there larger mythologies of the dominant culture that must be challenged?
  - TOOLS: battle of the story

**Social Movement Building**

- **Building networks & alliances**
- **Leadership development**
- **Skill & capacity building**
- **Monitoring narratives & reevaluation**
- **Self & community care**
- **Celebration**
- **Innovation**

**Ongoing Practices**

**Evaluation**

- Is there evidence that:
  - Our memes are spreading?
  - Target has moved? Framing has shifted?
  - Organizing goals met? (new leadership, membership, alliances, morale, etc.?)

**PRACTICES:** reflection writing, paired/small group listening, group dreaming, self & community care, celebration!

**Results?**

- Victory?
- Story has changed?
- Goals met?

**Intervention**

- Identify physical points
- Identify points of assumption
- Intervention leads to goals (organizing, persuasion, pressure on target, etc.) and appropriate for group capacity
- Interventions launch/replicate core memes
- TOOLS: points of intervention, nonviolent direct action toolbox, strategic communications & new media toolbox

**Design: Framing Narrative & Action Logic**

- Synthesize your campaign's narrative
- Memes: How do we encapsulate our story?
- Viralization: What are the venues, networks, cultural currents, media environments and/or spectacles where our meme could catch on?
- Action Design: Tactics/Scenarios?
- R & D: Creativity, experimentation, testing
- Group preparation for action
- TOOLS: what's in a meme? tactic star

Constituency Organizes

- Research
- Power analysis
- Outreach & Education
- Organizing

Shared problem/Issue identified

Reflection

Strategy Development

Action
We dream in narrative, day-dream in narrative, remember, anticipate, hope, despair, believe, doubt, plan, revise, criticize, construct, gossip, learn, hate, and love by narrative.

~ Barbara Hardy
2. Narrative Power Analysis

2.1 We Are Made of Stories

There is no agony like bearing an untold story inside of you.
~ Zora Neale Hurston

We live in a world shaped by stories. Stories are the threads of our lives and the fabric of human cultures. A story can unite or divide people(s), obscure issues, or spotlight new perspectives. A story can inform or deceive, enlighten or entertain, or even do all of the above.

As humans, we are literally hardwired for narrative. Harvard University evolutionary psychologist Steven Pinker argues that stories are essential to human learning and building relationships in social groups. There is growing consensus in the scientific community that the neurological roots of both storytelling and enjoyment of stories are tied to our social cognition.¹

In one widely cited 1944 experiment, psychologists Fritz Heider and Mary-Ann Simmel showed subjects “an animation of a pair of triangles and a circle moving around a square,” and asked what was happening. The subjects’ responses (e.g. “The circle is chasing the triangles.”) revealed how they mapped a narrative onto the shapes. Numerous subsequent studies have reiterated how humans, as social creatures, see stories everywhere.²

Just as we tell ourselves stories about the world we live in, stories also tell us how to live. A myth is “a traditional story accepted as history that serves to explain the worldview of a people.”³ Myths
may be mistakenly dismissed as folktales from long ago, but even today a sea of stories tell us who we are, what to do, and what to believe.

People use stories to process the information we encounter from our families and upbringing, educational institutions, religious and cultural institutions, the media, our peers and community. We remember our lived experiences by converting them to narratives and integrating them into our personal and collective web of stories. Just as our bodies are made of blood and flesh, our identities are made of narratives.

### 2.2 Narrative Power Analysis

Those who do not have power over the story that dominates their lives, the power to retell it, rethink it, deconstruct it, joke about it, and change it as times change, truly are powerless, because they cannot think new thoughts.

~ Salman Rushdie

In order to make systemic social changes, change agents must understand the histories and institutions that underlie contemporary social systems, as well as how these histories and institutions shape culture and ways of collectively making meaning.

For example, imagine the following flashback to grade-school geography:

Q: What is the definition of a continent?
A: A *large landmass surrounded by water.*
Q: And how many continents are there?
A: Seven.

Sound familiar?

---

*A geographical map also provides information about the mental maps and cultural assumptions of the people who made it.*
Let’s take another look. With the definition “a large landmass surrounded by water,” and allowing that the Americas are two separate continents, there still seems to be one continent that doesn’t quite qualify. Apparently Europe as a geographical area has different rules than the rest! It is neither large nor actually surrounded by water. So who made the rules about continents and defined the orientation of the modern map? Maybe Europeans?

A map is a tool to navigate the physical world, but it is also an expression of the deeper shared mental maps a culture provides to understand the world. This is one example of how the history of European colonization continues to influence the way we collectively see. Historic power relations—the social, economic, and political forces of the past—can continue to shape how we understand the present, which in turn impacts our imagination of the future.

SmartMeme describes culture as a matrix of shared mental maps that define how we collectively create meaning and understand the world around us. Inevitably, popular culture is an ever-evolving, contested space of struggle, where competing voices, experiences, and perspectives fight to answer the questions: Whose maps determine what is meaningful? Whose stories are considered “true”?

**In order to make systemic social changes, change agents must understand the histories and institutions that underlie contemporary social systems, as well as how these histories and institutions shape culture.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REFLECTIONS: STORYTELLING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name stories</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ What is your full name?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Why is that your name? Tell the story.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Myths</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♦ Are there myths, stories, fables, or tall tales that you were told as a child? Choose one and retell the story.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Where did it come from (family stories, religious texts, elders, movies, books, etc)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Are there lessons you draw from this story?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ How does it impact your life today?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When discussing culture, media theorist Marshall McLuhan often reminded his students, “We don’t know who discovered water, but we can assume it wasn’t a fish.”

Whether you call them stories, cosmologies, myths, meta-narratives, the status quo, or some other word, it is clear that powerful stories can shape and inform how we see the world.

As certain ideas, practices, and worldviews become normalized over time, they form a **dominant culture** that disproportionately represents powerful institutional interests and perpetuates the stories that validate their political agendas. These stories can become invisible as they are passed from generation to generation—carrying assumptions that become “conventional wisdom.”

Many of our current social and ecological problems have their roots in the silent consensus of assumptions that shape the **dominant culture**: Humans can dominate and outsmart nature. Women are worth less than men. Racism and war are part of human nature. U.S. foreign policy benevolently spreads democracy and liberation around the world...

To make real and lasting social change...these stories must change.

A **narrative power analysis** recognizes that humans understand the world and our role in it through stories, and thus all power relations have a narrative dimension. Likewise, many stories are imbued with power. This could be the power to explain and justify the status quo or the power to make change imaginable and urgent.

A narrative analysis of power encourages us to ask: Which stories define cultural norms? Where did these stories come from? Whose stories were ignored or erased to create these norms? What new stories can we tell to more accurately describe the world we see? And, perhaps most urgently, what are the stories that can help create the world we desire?

**Narrative power analysis** starts with the recognition that the currency of story is not necessarily truth, but rather meaning. In other words, we often believe in a story not necessarily because
it is factually true; we accept a story as true because it connects with our values, or is relevant to our experiences in a way that is compelling.

The role of narrative in rendering meaning in our minds is what makes story a powerful force. These power dynamics operate both in terms of our individual identities—whether or not you get to determine your own story—and on the larger cultural level: Which stories are used to make meaning and shape our world? For example, which individuals, groups, or nations are portrayed as heroic—and whose story is presented as villainous, weak, or just irrelevant?

These questions show the narrative dimensions of the physical relationships of power and privilege, the unequal access to resources, and denials of self-determination that shape contemporary society. Asking these questions is key to bringing a narrative power analysis into social change work.

### 2.3 Power and Mythology

*Myths which are believed in tend to become true.*

~ George Orwell

Just as activists apply a power analysis to understand relations between key decision makers and relevant institutions, activists can apply a narrative power analysis to understand the narratives shaping an issue, campaign, or specific social context.

**Narrative power analysis** provides a framework to extend power analysis into narrative space—the intangible realm of stories, ideas, and assumptions that frame and define the situation, relationships or institutions in question.

Narratives can often function as a glue to hold the legitimacy of power structures in place and maintain the status quo. When working for social change, it is essential to understand specifically how these narratives operate.

For example, when confronted with ongoing injustice, some people will say, “that’s just the way things are.” In this dominant culture narrative, politicians, generals, and corporate executives have power but the rest of us don’t. This is one of the
most common assumptions that normalizes existing power dynamics and makes them appear unchangeable.

But **people-powered** movements around the world have shown us that *power is a relationship*; it is a malleable and dynamic relationship between those who have more power and those who have less. The “consent theory of power,” popularized by Gene Sharp,⁶ posits that power structures are inherently unstable and propped up by societal institutions that are operated by rulers with the tacit consent of the ruled. When the governed remove their consent or obedience from the power holders, dramatic changes can happen.

This has been the story of countless organizing campaigns and nonviolent revolutions around the world from the resistance to legalized segregation in the Southern United States to the overthrow of dictatorships in the Philippines, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and several former Soviet Republics.

Social change history can be interpreted as a struggle between collaborative power (“power-with” or “power-together”) and coercive power (“power-over”). When grassroots movements mobilize and make change by uniting people to challenge the coercive power of an illegitimate and oppressive authority, this is a clear contest between collaborative power-with and coercive power-over.

It is easy to see coercive power in its most physical forms: the policeman’s gun, the invading army’s tanks, or the economic coercion when the boss threatens to fire anyone who supports a union drive. In many cases it is harder to see coercive power when it is operating as narrative.

In the 1930s, the imprisoned Italian Communist leader Antonio Gramsci developed the concept of **hegemony** (coming from the Greek word *hegemonia*, meaning leadership) to describe how the elite don’t just physically rule society, but, more importantly, they define society’s moral and intellectual leadership. Capitalism, Gramsci suggested, maintained control not just through violence and economic coercion, but also ideologically, through a hegemonic culture in which the values of the elite became the “common sense values of all.”⁷ The power of hegemony is expressed through coercion and consent rather than through armed force. This multifaceted cultural process limits the terms of the debate to make ideas that challenge the status quo almost unthinkable.

**Hegemony** operates in cultural stories that over time gain widespread acceptance and reinforce a dominant perspective or
Consent Theory of Power

CONVENTIONAL MODEL
Status quo as stable pyramid: Elites rule masses. Power is fixed and change is impossible.

CONSENT MODEL
Status quo as unstable pyramid: Institutions prop up power structure and operate on mass consent. Power is a relationship.

PEOPLE POWER
People mobilize to revoke consent from the institutions that prop up the status quo. Structural change occurs.

CONVENTIONAL MODEL
Status quo’s “conventional wisdom” is unchangeable. Control mythologies are invisibilized. Power-over is normalized as “the way things are.”

CONSENT MODEL
Status quo as unstable. Control mythologies create consent and prop up power structure by legitimizing institutions and status quo.

CHANGING THE STORY
Control mythologies are exposed and assumptions are challenged, making the status quo untenable. People-power mobilizing narrative offers a new story. When stories change... power can shift.

Narrative Power Analysis
worldview. These webs of narratives are control mythologies, which shape a shared sense of political reality, normalize the status quo, and obscure alternative options or visions.

Referring to these stories as “mythologies” is not about whether they are true or false—again, it is about how much meaning they carry in the culture. Like religious mythologies (both ancient and contemporary), these stories are powerful in that they give people a lens for interpreting and understanding the world. Some myths evolve over time carrying harmful assumptions of hegemonic culture, while others are specifically designed to manipulate for a particular political purpose.

From the notion that “You can’t fight city hall” to the idea that our economies must always “grow,” control mythologies often operate as the boundaries of political imagination and shape the dominant culture. This impacts not only the political education work of social change movements, but also our own activist imaginations. By noticing and analyzing control mythologies, we can reeducate ourselves and re-imagine our world.

2.4 Creation Myths of the United States

Thanksgiving is the holiday of peace, the celebration of work and the simple life...
~ Ray Stannard Baker, 1919

We gave them forest-clad mountains and valleys full of game, and in return what did they give our warriors and our women? Rum, trinkets, and a grave. Where today are the Pequot? Where are the Narragansett, the Mohican, the Pokanoket, and many other once powerful tribes of our people? They have vanished before the avarice and the oppression of the White Man, as snow before a summer sun...
~ Tecumseh (Shawnee leader), 1810

The Thanksgiving story is a snapshot of rosy relations between European colonizers and the native peoples of the Americas that emphasizes cooperation, peace, and the native peoples welcoming the Pilgrims.

However, as many of us know, that was not the reality. In fact, the first historical record of colonists celebrating a “thanksgiving” is not related to a harvest festival or to the idea of cross-
Thanksgiving is one of the most recognizable origin myths and cultural rituals of the United States. It operates as a powerful control mythology in the dominant culture.

cultural cooperation, but to a celebration of a massacre of over 700 Pequot women and children in 1637. The late-November date (which is six to eight weeks after harvest in New England) appears to commemorate the anniversary of the massacre, which was seen as a great military victory.8

This example reveals key aspects of a narrative power analysis. First, that dominant stories in the culture—ones that are widely accepted as true—are often worth examining to understand what they really say and what they leave out, as well as the underlying assumptions that allow them to operate. In this case, one underlying assumption is that Europeans were a peaceful and welcome presence in the Americas.

Second, this example shows that power shapes point of view. Clearly the story of Thanksgiving that has been passed on in the dominant culture is from the perspective of the Pilgrims, and not the native peoples. As the famous saying goes, “History is written by the winners.”9

Third, the Thanksgiving story has universalized the Pilgrims’ perspective as the only truth and has normalized their experience. This universalization masks the realities of the genocide of native peoples, and the mythology continues to uphold white privilege today.

And finally, the control mythology of Thanksgiving is both challengeable and changeable. Since 1970 Native American activists and allies have marked Thanksgiving as the “National Day of Mourning” to draw attention to the genocide of native peoples and their ongoing struggles against racism and colonization. A group called the United American Indians of New England organizes an annual demonstration at Plymouth Rock

2. Narrative Power Analysis
in Massachusetts. In recent years, through grassroots and legal pressure, the group has even won several commemorative plaques acknowledging the Day of Mourning and native historical figures.\textsuperscript{10}

Thanksgiving is a central origin story of the United States, but there are many others: from “Columbus discovered America,” to “the land of the free,” “40 acres and a mule,” and “Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.” These origin myths tell believers who we are, where we come from, and what we stand for as a country. These mythologies shape the terrain of our contemporary narratives. Understanding how these origin stories and their (often contradictory) histories impact our social change efforts today is an essential part of winning tangible victories.

\textbf{REFLECTIONS: NARRATIVE POWER}

\textbf{Control Mythologies}
\begin{itemize}
\item Is there a control mythology you once believed, but now question, challenge, or refute?
\item When did you start to challenge the conventional story?
\item Was there a person, incident, media piece, or experience that led you to question your existing beliefs?
\item What lessons do you draw from this experience?
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Filters}
\begin{itemize}
\item Have you heard a piece of information (on the news, from a friend, etc) that you did not believe?
\item Why didn’t you? Take a moment to write down some of your own narrative filters for information.
\item What makes you believe? Disbelieve?
\end{itemize}
NARRATIVE POWER ANALYSIS

- Examine dominant-culture stories
- Consider how power shapes point of view of the story
- Explore how the story normalizes the status quo by universalizing certain experiences and invisibilizing oppression
- Overcome filters: It’s not what people don’t know, but what they do know

2.5 Filters vs. Facts

There’s a world of difference between truth and facts. Facts can obscure the truth.

~ Maya Angelou

A narrative power analysis is not only useful for identifying and challenging control mythologies. It is also an important framework for change agents creating a strategy to reach people with a message.

Many activists spend a lot of time telling people about what’s going wrong in the community and trying to persuade them to take action for change. Have you ever tried to convince people (who didn’t already agree with you) about a social issue by telling them “the facts”? Did you tell them all the statistics and data about your cause, and they still didn’t change their mind?

You’re not alone.

It is easy to define the problem as “the general public doesn’t know the facts.” Oftentimes activists assume that if we could just inform people about the issue and give them the information they are lacking, then they would join our movements for change. But, in most cases, “the facts” alone are not enough to persuade; assumptions, emotions, internal narratives, and pre-existing attitudes can get in the way of the facts making sense.

A narrative power analysis suggests that the problem is not necessarily what people don’t know (the facts). Rather, the problem may be what they do know (underlying assumptions).

In other words, people have existing stories about their world

Current estimates are that the average person in an urban or suburban area in the U.S. is subjected to 3,000 commercial messages daily.
that may act as narrative filters to prevent them from hearing social change messages. As years of psychological study have shown us, people are conditioned to ignore information that doesn’t fit into their existing framework for understanding the world (often called “confirmation bias”). These biases are deep enough that we can even track our neurological pathways of denial. As Drew Weston explains in his book, *The Political Brain*:

> When confronted with potentially troubling political information, a network of neurons becomes active that produces distress... The brain registers the conflict between data and desire and begins to search for ways to turn off the spigot of unpleasant emotion.¹¹

Information that contradicts our existing beliefs is rarely able to reach through the filters of people’s pre-existing assumptions. The big challenge is that these filters are frequently rooted in the dominant culture’s control mythologies.

So how does a movement challenge those assumptions and shift a story in the dominant culture? This question is central to developing a story-based strategy. A narrative power analysis can help us:

1. Understand the story we are trying to change.
2. Identify the underlying assumptions that allow that story to operate as truth.
3. Find the points of intervention in the story where we can challenge, change, and/or insert a new story.

### 2.6 Designer Stories and the Branded World

> Advertising at its best is making people feel that without their product you’re a loser.
> ~ Nancy Shalek

Human hardwiring for stories comes from our deepest impulses as social creatures who want to build connection in community. What does this mean in a wired, branded, and globalized world? Understanding narrative power is even more critical in the contemporary cultural context, where advertising and marketing have become central engines of the economy. Despite the
impact of the global recession Global advertising revenues are still projected to reach $450 billion in 2010.12

The vast majority of messages that are circulating in the mass media are created with the specific purpose of affecting the thinking, behavior, and purchasing habits of the target audience. These are designer stories created by some of the world’s most talented creative minds.

The U.S. dominant culture is increasingly shaped by multimedia, consumer spectacles, and other sophisticated forms of advertising that attempt to penetrate our most personal desires and relationships. Current estimates are that the average person in an urban or suburban area in the U.S. is subjected to 3,000 commercial messages daily. Not surprisingly, recent studies have found that two-thirds of Americans feel “constantly bombarded” by ads, and nearly as many respondents felt that these ads have “little or no relevance to them.”13

This commercialized media assault targets all consumers regardless of age. The Federal Trade Commission estimates that in the year 2004 children ages 2–11 saw about 25,600 television advertisements. This equals roughly 10,700 minutes (the equivalent of over a full week of non-stop viewing) of TV advertising a year. For comparison, adults saw approximately 52,500 ads and 22,300 minutes of advertising.14

Numerous studies have shown that young children are not able to distinguish between commercials and TV programs and are thus unable to recognize that commercials are trying to sell them something.15 Other studies

Marlboro used the cowboy image and mythology to create their brand. The “Marlboro Man” campaign began in the 1950s (when filtered cigarettes were most popular with women), and succeeded in dramatically increasing Marlboro’s male market share.
have shown that children as young as age two can be influenced by branding, and by age three they can recognize brand logos.\(^{16}\) This awareness has driven marketers to target children at increasingly young ages and use the “nag factor” to manipulate children into pressuring their parents to purchase things. Now children are literally targeted from birth by sophisticated manipulation techniques designed to create a consumer identity at the earliest possible age.

Our society has essentially submitted to a mass psychological experiment that is increasingly defining the values of popular culture as individualism and consumerism. Media theorist and researcher Sut Jhally has described advertising as providing “the dream life of our culture” that sells us products by selling us dreams.\(^{17}\) Author Stephen Duncombe has coined the phrase “The Age of Fantasy” to describe how image and spectacle shape contemporary society and politics.\(^{18}\)

The influence of advertising is not new, and advertising has historically played a key role in shaping U.S. popular culture. One example: the contemporary image of Santa Claus (the jovial white-bearded man in the red suit) is the result of a successful advertising campaign by the Coca-Cola company that began in the 1930s. The branding process created a dominant image of Santa clothed in Coke’s red and white colors that replaced a diverse range of other depictions coming from a range of Northern European traditions.\(^{19}\)

Another example is the decades old branding strategy of the De Beers diamond company. In the 1930s and 1940s, De Beers sought product placement in movies with romantic engagement scenes to popularize the offering of a diamond ring as THE engagement ritual, and to equate the desire for life partnership with
the symbol of a large diamond. Within a few decades, diamond engagement rings became the norm and “diamonds are forever” became part of the cultural vernacular. This campaign is considered by the industry to be one of the most successful advertising campaigns in U.S. history.  

**Branding** operates like a magical process where a thing—usually an inanimate product, but sometimes an idea, candidate, or political agenda—is endowed with specific narrative and emotional qualities. The expression comes from the Greek and Roman penal system where criminals had markings representing their crimes burned onto their flesh. Modern **branding** metaphorically burns emotional and narrative qualities into a thing so as to create in the customer (or target audience) an inseparable

How many of these branded letters do you recognize in Heidi Cody’s “corporate alphabet”? How many logos do you think you can recognize? Compare that to the number of non-edible plant species you can name. Or U.S. state capitals? Or perhaps the number of North American indigenous nations?
recognition. The brand is not merely a logo, color scheme, or specific flagship product. The brand is the sum total of the stories that are told about the branded entity and encompasses images, impressions, gut feelings, and associations.

**Branding** is one of the ways that narrative power is experienced, referenced, and discussed. But the popular discourse around branding frequently lacks a critical power analysis.

The “corporate alphabet” by artist Heidi Cody is instructive. One letter is enough to cue your mind to a specific product and possibly an entire narrative about it. Let’s remember these aren’t even logos—these are just snippets of the font treatments of the product names. Y is for York Peppermint Patties (and makes you feel cold like you’re in the mountains), C is for Campbell’s Soup (“Mmm Mmm good!”) and J is for Jell-O (Bill Cosby saying, “J-E-L-L-O!”).

How did these advertising images and stories get inside of our heads? How do some stories spread and saturate popular culture while others are ignored? This is the power of **memes**.

### 2.7 Memes

“Just as in the game of ‘Telephone’ (where a message is whispered from person to person, being slightly mis-replicated each time), selection favors the memes which are easiest to understand, to remember, and to communicate to others...Rather than debate the inherent ‘truth’ or lack of “truth” of an idea, memetics is largely concerned with how that idea gets itself replicated. Memetics is vital to the understanding of cults, ideologies, and marketing campaigns of all kinds, and it can help to provide immunity from dangerous information-contagions. You should be aware, for instance, that you’ve just been exposed to the Meta-meme, the meme about memes...”

~ Glenn Grant

The concept of a **meme** is a helpful analytical tool for exploring cultural influence and the ways in which narrative power operates. **Memes** are self-replicating units of cultural information that spread virally from person to person and generation to generation, with a life of their own. The term **meme** rhymes with “dream.” It is derived from a Greek word meaning “to imitate,” and was coined by evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in 1976. Dawkins created the word **meme** as an analogy to the word
Memes (pronounced “meems”) are units of self-replicating cultural information such as slogans (Just Do It!), iconic images that can be easily referenced (Abu Ghraib torture), catch phrases (“wardrobe malfunction”), symbols (the peace sign), or rituals (candles on a birthday cake). Memes can act as capsules for stories to spread virally through cultures.
REFLECTIONS: MEMES

My Memes
- Are there favorite slang words, fashions, ideas, slogans, or rituals that you’ve “picked up,” practiced, and spread?
- Have you been a “carrier” for a new (to you) meme lately?
- Are there memes that you don’t want to spread?

Movement Memes
- What are some of the memes of the social movements that you are a part of or of campaigns that you support?

“gene,” as a way to explain how cultural practices spread. A meme is any unit of culture that has spread beyond its creator—buzz words, catchy melodies, fashion trends, ideas, rituals, images, and the like. Writer and memeticist Glen Grant defines memes as “contagious information patterns.”24

At smartMeme we think of a meme as a capsule for a story to spread. If you want to challenge and transform the dominant culture and spread new ideas, you need some vocabulary to talk about the units of culture, and analyze how stories spread, stick, morph,
and change. Memes are rapidly fertilized and cross-pollinated in today’s 24/7 multimedia environment. As change agents we need ways to track how information spreads and shapes political discourse.\textsuperscript{25}

Memes are everywhere, from personal mannerisms and collective ritual to the advertising slogans and political jargon that dominate the media. Almost anything can be called a meme—but how effective a meme is it? Will it be a passing fad (pet rocks) or an ongoing cultural ritual (shaking hands)? Over time most memes tend to morph, disappear, or even dramatically change in meaning, but some prove to be resilient and shape the evolution of cultures.

The concept of the meme as an analytical tool and metaphor is useful for understanding the contemporary context of narrative power: information saturation, 24-hour news cycles, non-stop marketing, and sophisticated government and corporate misinformation campaigns. However, that does NOT mean that a “magic meme” will ever replace real world struggle.

A well-tested sound byte or powerful image alone will not win campaigns or invoke systemic change. But the right meme CAN help our organizing become exponentially more effective. The story-based strategy approach is not intended to be a replacement for traditional organizing and movement building, but rather a set of complementary tools made all the more relevant by the contemporary cultural context.

2.8 Control Memes

If you believe certain words, you believe their hidden arguments.
~ The Open-Ended Proof from The Panoplia Prophetica

The concept of a meme can make our own storytelling more powerful and viral. It can also help us analyze the stories we are working to change in the dominant culture.

Advertising is full of powerful designer memes—catchy little phrases that get endlessly repeated like Nike’s swoosh and catch phrase “Just Do It!” Likewise, unscrupulous power-holders
A designer control meme:
Republicans put purple ink on their fingers for Bush’s 2005 State of the Union Address. The purple dye invoked the ink that was applied to Iraqi citizens’ fingers at the polls after they cast their vote in the first election since the U.S. invasion. For Republicans, it served as a visual cue for the Bush administration’s new “Freedom is on the March” story of U.S. foreign policy. This control meme was created in an attempt to re-justify a military invasion that had been exposed as an illegal operation based on lies—when the U.S. failed to discover weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.

have shown considerable skill at designing memes that carry their stories through the culture: “family values,” “weapons of mass destruction,” “the war on terror,” “the liberal media,” and “tax relief” have become part of the public discussion, carrying with them the worldview and assumptions of their creators.

When a designer meme acts as a container for control myths, or replicates oppressive stories and spreads them throughout the popular culture, smartMeme calls it a control meme. A control meme is created (or sometimes just exploited) to insert a status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTROL MEMES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some of our favorite examples:</td>
<td>Surgical strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifest destiny</td>
<td>Islamofascism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate but equal</td>
<td>The liberal media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The war on... (communism, drugs, terror)</td>
<td>The P.A.T.R.I.O.T. Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free trade</td>
<td>Family values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death tax</td>
<td>Jobs versus the environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean coal</td>
<td>Too big to fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Child Left Behind</td>
<td>Post-racial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target of opportunity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quo bias (or power-holders’ perspective) into popular perceptions and shared cultural narratives. A control meme spreads a specific framing of an idea or situation that reinforces the status quo and/or relationships of power-over.

Some control memes are contemporary designer memes crafted by political spin advisors and PR flacks, such as “The Bush administration’s War on Terror.” Other control memes are the sound bites or buzzwords that mask histories of violence and oppression. For instance, “Columbus discovered America” is a neat control meme package for the story of the European colonization of the Americas. If the meme package for this story was “Columbus invaded America,” then the story would be perceived differently.

Control meme is a name for a specific application of narrative power that succinctly marginalizes, co-opts, and limits the appeal of social change ideas. Many control memes are found in

Associated Press
Tue Aug 30, 11:31 AM ET
“A young man walks through chest deep floodwater after looting a grocery store in New Orleans on Tuesday, Aug. 30, 2005.”

AFP/Getty Images/Chris Graythen)
Tue Aug 30, 3:47 AM ET
“Two residents wade through chest-deep water after finding bread and soda from a local grocery store after Hurricane Katrina came through the area in New Orleans, Louisiana.”
the intergenerational cultural patterns of internalized racial superiority and inferiority and in the rationalizations created by the dominant culture to justify patterns of oppression.

In the example (previous page) of media coverage of Hurricane Katrina, white people “find” resources at a local grocery store, while a black youth is described as “looting.” This is a racist control mythology in operation, neatly packaging an entire history of the criminalization and dehumanization of African Americans in the meme “loot.” This particular example became an internet meme of its own when media justice activists highlighted it as an example of racist media coverage.

2.9 Applying Narrative Power Analysis: Elements of Story

Truth and Power belong to those who tell a better story.
~ Stephen Duncombe

Telling a compelling social change story has many dimensions. In order to apply a narrative power analysis and create effective story-based strategies, it is helpful to understand the key narrative elements that allow stories to operate. SmartMeme’s model is to examine five elements of story that we have found are particularly relevant for both analyzing and effectively communicating stories: Conflict, Characters, Imagery, Foreshadowing, and Assumptions. Identifying these elements helps us deconstruct the stories we want to challenge and to construct the stories we want to tell.

Conflict
Conflict is the backbone of narrative. This is what defines the drama and point of view of the story and makes it interesting. The conflict frames the narrative. No conflict, no plot, no story. What does the story present as the problem? How does the framing create conflict? Who are the good guys? Who are the bad guys? What is at stake?

Characters
Good stories have characters to which people can relate. This helps people see themselves reflected in the story and choose sides. Sometimes these characters are the subjects of the story and sometimes they are the protagonists, or even narrators, and act as
messengers that deliver the story. Messengers are just as important (if not more important) as the message itself, because they embody the message. Messengers put human faces on the conflict, and put the story in context. The institutional biases of the media often present politically marginalized people as being at fault for their own problems or as helpless victims, or do not let them speak at all. The dynamics of who gets to speak, how the “sympathetic” roles are cast, and who is represented as the heroes, victims, and villains, are key to the battle of the story, and the struggle for self-determination and media justice.

Imagery (Show Don’t Tell)
A picture is worth a thousand words. Today’s mass media culture is image driven and many stories are illustrated with carefully produced visuals. Effective stories use words to create powerful imagery that captures the imagination with metaphor, anecdote, and descriptions that speak to our senses. “Show don’t tell,” means that the story’s meaning or moral is shown to us rather than told to us. Effective stories communicate by connecting to what people already know and hold dear—our values. When a story is showing, instead of telling, it offers the audience the opportunity to use their own values to draw conclusions.

Foreshadowing
Every story has a beginning, middle, and an end—the resolution of the conflict. The literary term “foreshadowing” refers to the ways that a story provides hints to its outcome. Think of the movie that slowly pans across the gun on the wall in an early scene. We are trained by narrative conventions to perceive that image as relevant information and we know it means the gun is going to return to the plot. Real-world narratives that shape culture and politics also foreshadow. When analyzing a narrative, look at how the story suggests a specific future or makes promises (explicit or otherwise) about the resolution of the conflict.

Assumptions
Assumptions make up the glue that holds the story together; they are the unstated parts of the story that you have to accept in order
to believe the narrative is true. Assumptions can take the form of shared values (a belief in democracy) or distorted information (Saddam Hussein is connected to 9/11). Often times control myths shape stories at the level of their unstated assumptions. Identifying and challenging underlying assumptions is probably the most important element to changing a story. Likewise, when we unearth the underlying assumptions of an activist campaign narrative, we can benefit from a shared understanding of the glue that holds the group together: our worldview and values.

**REFLECTIONS: ELEMENTS OF STORY**

**Share a Story**
Find a person willing to listen and recount a story about an embarrassing moment, a hectic morning, or a journey you’ve taken. You can also choose to share the origins of a personal object you have with you (like your shoes, keys, or jewelry).

Now, ask your listener to help you practice identifying the elements of story. What is the conflict? Who are the characters? What imagery was used and how was the ending foreshadowed? Are there underlying assumptions that make the story believable?

**Moving Stories**
Think of a story that you found moving (could be something you heard secondhand, a movie, a poem, a family story, from a book, etc.) and retell it. Why is it powerful for you? How does it use the elements of story? What are some of the underlying assumptions that resonate with you?
The problem is not changing people’s consciousness but the political, economic, institutional regime of the production of truth.

~ Michel Foucault
3. Winning the Battle of the Story

3.1 The Story of the Battle

Action is the antidote to despair.
~ Joan Baez

Any communications or organizing strategy must begin with a shared understanding of goals and audience. The first step is setting goals: What do we really want? What are the incremental steps to get us there? Next, we need to understand our target(s) and audience(s) by asking ourselves: Who are we talking to? And, what do we want them to do?

The answers to these questions distinguish between two different types of social change narratives. In order to succeed in a social change effort it is essential to understand which type of story you are trying to tell. The story of the battle is about mobilization; the battle of the story is about persuasion.

In general, a large part of effective organizing is successfully mobilizing people who already agree with your cause. This involves reaching out to the audiences who already share much of your worldview and core values—they may be your base of support, allies, or a constituency with a shared experience of the social
This postcard uses the story of the battle to promote a mobilization against biotechnology at a global agriculture Ministerial conference. The image re-purposes the Cold War era “domino theory” meme for activists and implies that this mobilization will help topple the other dominoes. By contextualizing the action in the broader political struggles against free trade, this effort succeeded in bringing activists from the anti-war and anti-globalization movements to create the largest protest against genetic engineering in U.S. history.

The problem you are confronting. This means you can tell a story that operates on some shared assumptions (corporations aren’t trustworthy, human rights must be protected, the mayor is corrupt, etc).

SmartMeme calls this type of narrative the story of the battle. It can be a more literal, partisan, or tactical story about what is happening and what needs to happen. It is intentionally designed for reaching people who already share some key assumptions and worldviews but need to be activated for a specific purpose. It works most effectively with an audience who is open to seeing their own action as part of the unfolding story. Action alerts, funding appeals, progressive independent media, and stump speeches are often a rallying cry that tells the story of the battle.

The advertisement (following page) was created in the lead up to the invasion of Iraq to promote the newly launched United for Peace & Justice, a national clearinghouse of resources and organizing against the war. This is the story of the battle in action!

If you see it out of context, you may dismiss the message as self-marginalizing, but this advertisement was not designed for a mass audience. It ran exclusively in progressive and radical publications to target people whose views were marginalized amidst the mainstream media’s pro-war hype. Everything about the ad appeals to an activist audience: the values-based message that war itself is wrong, the confrontational tone, and the declaration that the present political moment is “a time of madness.” The ad’s message isn’t designed to persuade, but rather to mobilize
the existing base of anti-war people to take action.

The story of the battle can deepen the analysis and commitment of existing supporters and engage them in our activities. However, it often has limited appeal beyond the converted. In this example, the ad doesn’t challenge the pro-war narrative. To use the old metaphor, the story of the battle is effective for mobilizing the choir, but it doesn’t necessarily organize the congregation. That’s not the goal. While it is important to galvanize our movements, the story of the battle, is not intended to persuade the uninitiated or the broader public.

3.2 The Battle of the Story

The destiny of the world is determined less by the battles that are lost and won than by the stories it loves and believes in.
~ Harold Goddard

In order to reach a larger audience, we need narratives that are rooted in persuasion. This doesn’t mean telling our truth louder or more stridently; it means changing hearts and minds. Crafting a successful story-based strategy requires analyzing and understanding the power of storytelling to structure information in a way that convinces people who are not already actively supporting the cause.

It is important to note here that sophisticated public relations and propaganda operations often use narratives that play to stereotypes, and use iconic imagery to tell a story that makes it seem like power-holders speak on behalf of a story’s sympathetic characters. This “power-over” model of public relations usually relies on outside experts to craft a story about the issue without accountability to the affected communities.¹

We believe that an effective story-based strategy must be
developed through a “power-with” partnership model that emphasizes both process and content. **Story-based strategy** amplifies the voices of impacted people telling their own story. This means the strategy is developed collectively with constituent leadership—and carried out through ongoing accountable relationships with the people and communities who are impacted and involved.

A **narrative power analysis** is designed to expose potential obstacles for a social change message connecting with an audience. Since an audience’s existing stories will filter new facts or information, **change agents** need to offer a new story. Every social change effort is inherently a conflict between the status quo and the **change agents** to control the **framing** of an issue. **Smart-Meme** calls this contest the **battle of the story**.

In the macro sense, the **battle of the story** is the larger struggle to determine whose stories are told, how they are framed, how widely these stories are heard, and how deeply they impact the dominant discourse. The **battle of the story** is the effort to communicate the **why**—the interpretation and relevance of actions and issues—that helps a social change message reach a broader section of the public. To succeed in changing the dominant culture’s **framing** of an issue, our movements must win the **battle of the story**.

The **battle of the story** utilizes the same five **elements of story**—Conflict, Characters, Imagery, Foreshadowing, and Assumptions—to deconstruct a narrative (as explored in Section 2.9) and to construct a narrative (as we will explore here).

---

**REFLECTIONS: STORY OF THE BATTLE**

**Movement Stories**
- Share a story about a social change leader, event, victory, or defeat. Passing on these stories keeps our movements reflective and connected to our histories.

**Mobilizing Stories**
- What are some of the stories you tell to get people excited, fired up, and ready to take action?
- Could you hone this story using the 5 elements of story?
- Practice your stump speech with a friend!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHOSE STORY?</th>
<th>POWER-HOLDERS /STATUS QUO Deconstructive</th>
<th>CHANGE AGENTS Constructive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONFLICT</td>
<td>How is the conflict being framed? Who is the conflict between? (X vs. Y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARACTERS</td>
<td>Who are the victims? Villains? Heroes? Who are the messengers that tell the story?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGERY (SHOW DON'T TELL)</td>
<td>How does the story show us (rather than tell us) what’s important? How does the story engage our values and encourage us to choose sides?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORESHADOWING</td>
<td>How does each story show us the future? What is the vision that the story offers for resolving the conflict?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSUMPTIONS</td>
<td>What are the underlying assumptions? What does someone have to believe to accept the story as true?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVENTION</td>
<td>What are the other story’s vulnerabilities? Limits? Contradictions? Lies? How can underlying assumptions or values be exposed? (See Point of Intervention Worksheet, p.79)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Winning the Battle of the Story
SmartMeme has created a tool—the **battle of the story** worksheet—to facilitate this process. The tool, available at smart-Meme.org, asks social change groups to examine the multiple sides (at least two) of the story they are trying to change using the five **elements of story**.

When deconstructing the **power-holder** or status quo story, the purpose of the exercise is not to explain what is true, but to tell the story *as it is told*. Oftentimes, this may involve a distorted perspective or even lies, but the goal is to understand how the story operates in order to change it. (Sometimes it helps to role-play a specific person such as the targeted **power-holder** or a company’s public relations person.)

When constructing the **change agent** narrative in the **battle of the story** process, the purpose is to identify elements you are currently using, and brainstorm some new ways to tell the story. The process should be energizing for a group as new ideas come up in the exercise. Often a group will uncover new ways to frame their issue, surface the need to reach out to new groups who should be characters, explore new imagery, or gather insights on how to intervene in the dominant story. (Section IV explores interventions in depth.)

### 3.3 Framing the Conflict

> In politics, whoever frames the debate tends to win the debate.
> ~ George Lakoff

**Framing** is a progressive buzzword, thanks in large part to the recent popularity of cognitive linguist George Lakoff’s important work.³ The roots of the modern framing discourse are in the work of Erving Goffman and his 1974 book, *Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience*. Goffman used the idea of frames to label “schemata of interpretation.”⁴ In other words, the **frame** is the larger story that shapes the understanding of information, experiences, and messages.

**Framing** helps define a story by setting the terms for how to understand it. Like a frame around a piece of art or the edges of the television screen, the frame focuses and organizes our perception, drawing attention to what’s within it. The frame defines what is part of the story and (often more importantly) what is not, both visually and cognitively. We make meaning from what is inside the frame and we ignore what is outside of it.
Reflections: Information Warfare

“If you don’t have goose bumps now, you will never have them in your life,” gushed Fox News anchor David Asman as he described the toppling of the Saddam statue. However, the coverage from the international media presented a very different picture. British journalist and Middle East correspondent Robert Fisk, reporting for the U.K. Independent newspaper, described the toppled statue as “the most staged photo-opportunity since Iwo Jima.” The reality soon became clear that the toppling of the Saddam statue was a successful U.S. information warfare operation that was intended to reinforce the Bush administration’s story that the invasion would be quick and easy and that U.S. troops would be greeted as liberators. In subsequent years a fuller picture of the military’s use of information warfare to shape U.S. public opinion of the invasion of Iraq has emerged. These operations have included the deliberate bombing of Arabic language satellite news stations Al Jazeera and Al-Arabiya, the targeting of unembedded media and a Pentagon-coordinated program to shape the message provided by retired military personnel serving as analysts for U.S. media outlets. The chilling implication is that U.S. public opinion has become a priority military target.

Story-based strategy is a method for framing issues and designing campaigns. The five elements of story provide the scaffolding to construct a frame by offering a framework for what goes inside the frame.

For smartMeme, framing is more than coming up with a catchy slogan. Framing is the task of designing a narrative complete with characters, conflicts, images, and foreshadowing that reinforces a good story and creates meaning for an audience.

We believe framing is an important concept because it is fundamentally about the issue of power in the story. Story-based strategy explores who does and does not have power in the story, with the aim of shifting power in the story. This interplay of power and representation is the essence of framing and reframing.

When U.S. troops arrived in central Baghdad, people in the United States saw the footage of throngs of Iraqis cheering as the statue of Saddam Hussein was toppled in Baghdad’s central plaza. This image spread throughout the mainstream U.S. media as a symbol of the quick and decisive success of the U.S.-led invasion. The story was about liberation—a grateful civilian population rising up to overthrow a symbol of the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein. The image gives us the impression of widespread support for the U.S. invasion. It also invokes the
iconic images from the end of the Cold War, as Soviet-era statues were pulled down across Russia and Eastern Europe.

Q: So who has the power in this story?
A: The Iraqi people, of course!

The second image is a picture of the same event, taken at almost the same time—shortly before the statue is toppled. We can see the small group gathered near the statue and 13 U.S. tanks surrounding the plaza. So, who has the power in this story?

Expanding the frame of the picture reframes the entire story and changes our understanding of who has the power.

While this is an extreme example, these two images provide a simple and effective visual definition of framing—you see what is inside the frame and you don’t see what’s outside it. When we reframe, we get a different interpretation of events. In order to change the story and change our understanding of the story’s power dynamics, we often have to expand the frame or reframe.
3.4 Creating Narrative Frames

Each man should frame life so that at some future hour fact and
dreaming meet.

~ Victor Hugo

So, how do movements create frames to shift the popular understanding of
important stories and issues? Social change efforts can help shape the inter-
pretation of important events not by manipulating the physical frame on
information (as the U.S. military has in Iraq), but rather by creating a narrative
frame for our audiences to see an issue. One example is a framing action: an
action designed to influence the audience’s understanding of an unfolding
narrative.

For example, the “WTO vs. Democracy” banner was an intervention on the
day before massive protests shut down the World Trade Organization meeting
in 1999. The action was intended to shape media coverage in the lead-up to
the mass actions. The larger frame of democracy connected the issues of labor
standards, environmental protection, and human rights. By providing an over-
arching message that the WTO is fundamentally undemocratic, the
action offered the U.S. public a frame to understand why people
were protesting and how the issue could affect them. Part of why this ac-
tion was so effective as a narrative framing device was that the WTO was
largely unknown to the U.S. public, so activists could define many people’s
first impressions without having to overcome preconceptions about the
WTO.

Banner hung on Nov. 29, 1999, by the Ruckus Society and Rainforest Action Network in
Seattle, the day before the mass protests shut down the World Trade Organization meeting.

Social change campaigns aren’t usually framing new issues, but rather working to
reframe existing ones. This means taking on the existing stories and control myths by
challenging assumptions and shifting popular perception.
3.5 Reframing

The fight is never about grapes or lettuce. It is always about people. ~ Cesar Chavez

Social change campaigns aren’t usually framing new issues, but rather working to reframe existing problems. This means taking on the existing stories and control myths by challenging assumptions and shifting popular perception.

Symbols, by their nature, are powerful memes loaded with meaning, and can be very effective capsules for a story. Like all memes, the meaning of a symbol can change over time as it is reinterpreted, and the meaning of the symbol is contested. The yellow ribbon is a rich example of both a control meme and of reframing efforts in the U.S. anti-war movement.

The yellow ribbon dates back to the U.S. Civil War as a symbol of hope that loved ones would return unharmed. During the Iran hostage crisis in 1979-81, the yellow ribbon was popularized and used as a symbol of hope for the hostages’ safe return. In the first Gulf War, the meaning of the yellow ribbon began to shift to an association with the phrase “support our troops.” This phrase’s meaning went beyond just concern for the troops’ safety to include the idea that, if you support the troops, you can’t criticize the war. This is a powerful control meme that was used to attack the peace movement (both in 1990 and again in the lead-up to the 2003 invasion) by creating an artificial dichotomy that frames opponents to the invasion of Iraq as unpatriotic and unsupportive of the troops.

The yellow ribbon control meme frustrated many anti-war activists with its ubiquity and untouchableness. Many tried to challenge the symbol, but just writing “peace” on the same yellow loop-shaped magnet doesn’t reframe its meaning. The yellow ribbon’s interpretation as support for the war remains the overarching story.

Long-time creative activist and meme-maker Andrew Boyd helped launch an alternative narrative by merging the yellow ribbon with the peace symbol. Combining what had previously been opposing symbols—the anti-war peace symbol and the pro-war yellow ribbon—the conflict has been reframed to show that being
anti-war is also being pro-troops. This reframing challenges the control meme by exposing the unstated assumption that support for the troops means you can’t oppose the war. The new meme finishes the sentiment “support the troops” with “bring them home now.”

3.6 Characters

If you will practice being fictional for a while, you will understand that fictional characters are sometimes more real than people with bodies and heartbeats.

~ Richard Bach

In the battle of the story, the issue of who tells the story is often as important as the story itself. In the case of the peace ribbon meme, who uses it, has been key to its success. It was adopted as the logo of Military Families Speak Out, an organization of people with family in the armed services who question the war.

Every social change story has lots of characters; deciding which characters should be the focus is a significant organizing and strategy question. For example, should narratives about global warming emphasize polar bears, residents of South Pacific island nations, urban youth of color who could get green energy jobs, or all of the above?

Ask: Who is impacted? Who are the victims? Villains? Heroes?

Audiences naturally look for characters we can identify with. Which characters do we sympathize with or relate to? These characters have the power to personalize the story and deepen the audience’s connection.

The battle of the story is often the battle over who gets to speak for the sympathetic characters. Do impacted people get to speak for themselves? Power-holders sometimes frame their story by casting the very people who are negatively impacted by their plans as the characters in their story. Attacks on welfare are presented as benefiting working mothers. The timber industry uses fears about forest fires as an excuse to “protect” public forest lands by clear-cutting them. We are told corporate tax cuts are undertaken on behalf of the unemployed. After the World Trade Organization talks collapsed in Seattle, the Economist magazine didn’t put a sulking millionaire on the cover—they featured a starving child and claimed the protests hurt the world’s poor. Time and time
again, unscrupulous power-holders employ Orwellian logic to hide their agenda behind the stories of real people who are more sympathetic characters.

Farmers have been used as symbols of wholesome Americana for generations. When it comes to food and agriculture they are deeply trusted spokespeople. SmartMeme has supported family farmers challenging corporate control of agriculture and unregulated genetic engineering of food crops. But, as with many issues, the battle of the story over “who are the real farmers?” takes center stage.

The biotech industry is constantly trying to associate itself with family farmers, despite the fact that every major family farming organization in the world has come out against the industry. Advertisements produced by the biotechnology industry often feature a “farmer,” but he’s not a real farmer—he’s an actor dressed up to look like a farmer. The real farmers are protesting with homemade banners, as in the picture to the left of family farmers leading a march with the organization Rural Vermont. But, to the average person disconnected from farming communities, which image looks more like a farmer, the iconic image from the ad, or the real farmers attending a protest?

Herein lies one of the conundrums of waging the battle of the story against media-savvy power-holders and their slick PR machines. When the impacted people are cast as characters in the power-holder story, the fight often becomes a contest to assert who the real impacted people are, and which side they are on. Grassroots organizing can win the battle of the story against multimillion-dollar
propaganda efforts. But it requires an effective **story-based strategy** to anchor the campaign and communicate the reality of the issue.

During their so-called War on Terror, the Bush administration constantly claimed to be speaking on behalf of “the troops” and associated itself with the sympathetic character of the young patriotic soldier serving in Iraq. Iraq Veterans Against the War (IVAW)\(^\text{10}\) offers a powerful example of the **battle of the story** amplifying the voices of those most impacted.

IVAW is led by veterans and is organizing military service members and veterans to end the occupation of Iraq, win reparations for the Iraqi people, and gain full medical benefits for all veterans. In March 2008, IVAW organized *Winter Soldier—Iraq & Afghanistan: Eyewitness Accounts of the Occupations*, four days of eyewitness testimony from veterans, aid workers, civilians, and journalists who have been in the midst of the occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan. The hearings, which were webcast and widely covered by international media, earned coverage in military publications such as *Stars & Stripes* and *Army Times*. By promoting their own boots-on-the-ground expertise about the occupations, IVAW has been a key force in **changing the story** about the war and mobilizing resistance by GI’s and veterans.

---

3. Winning the Battle of the Story
Through their organizing efforts and the Winter Soldier process, IVAW is emerging as a new protagonist in the anti-war story. The hearings resulted in an exponential rise in both IVAW’s notoriety and membership. Their ongoing efforts are building a base in the military community, a key constituency to ending the current occupations, and hopefully preventing future wars.

3.7 Imagery: Show Don’t Tell

If you tell me, it’s an essay. If you show me, it’s a story.
~ Barbara Green

Anyone who has dabbled in creative writing has probably heard the expression “show don’t tell.” This adage encourages us to use images, metaphor, visualization, and the five senses to illustrate what is important in the story as if we were painting a picture with our words. Unfortunately, the facts often do not speak for themselves. While the veracity of your claims is essential, facts only serve as the supporting details for the story, not the hook that makes the story compelling.

Another important aspect of “show don’t tell” is to present your story in such a way as to allow the audience to reach their own conclusion rather than “telling” your audience what to believe.

For example, there are over 10,000 different chemicals in cosmetics and personal care products; fewer than 11% of them have ever been tested for effects on human health and the environment. There is mounting evidence that many of these chemicals could be linked to birth defects, miscarriages, and even cancer. The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics is a coalition of women’s, environmental justice, and health organizations working to remove known toxins from everyday personal-care products and to create a cancer-free economy.

SmartMeme designed this advertisement for the Safe Cosmetics Coalition.
The information about cancer-causing cosmetics could be presented with long lists of chemical formulas and graphs of data from toxicity studies, but the Safe Cosmetics Campaign knew that would not communicate the message. A simple values-based narrative and image shows what’s at stake and proved much more effective at putting pressure on the cosmetics executives.

The ad SmartMeme created uses the sympathetic character of a child, and the metaphor of “playing with matches,” to invoke the frame and values of parental responsibility as a challenge to irresponsible corporate behavior.

The ad appeared in USA Today when 20,000 chemical and cosmetics industry leaders were gathered in New York City for a conference. SmartMeme chose USA Today because the paper is delivered free to every hotel room throughout the conference area. The same day the ad ran, activists from the campaign infiltrated the conference and left copies lying around everywhere. Soon the campaign was the talk of the conference, particularly since the ad named three specific companies and demanded that they reformulate their products to remove toxic chemicals. The ad was targeted to a specific audience of industry leaders, and within several weeks of the conference all three of the companies had started to respond to the campaign’s demands.

3.8 Foreshadowing

You throw an anchor into the future you want to build, and you pull yourself along by the chain.
~ John O’Neal

An underlying premise of modern advertising is that people can only go somewhere that they have already been in their minds. This rings true for social change messages too! Our stories must offer a compelling vision of the changes we want.

Foreshadowing is a literary device used by an author to drop subtle hints about plot developments to come later in the story. Incorporating foreshadowing into social change narratives means offering vision, posing a solution to the problem, and constantly referencing the future. How will the conflict come to resolution? What is our vision for a solution to this problem? What does a better world look, feel, and taste like?
BRAND BUSTING

A brand is an ongoing and evolving relationship that is shaped by the perceptions of its audience. A brand is not what a company says it is—it's what everyone but the company says it is. So just because a corporation owns a brand, they do not have the power to dictate their brand. The brand—and its vulnerability to attack in the media—can be an Achilles heel for corporations that rely on their public image to sell products. This is what makes brand busting—efforts to associate the brand of a specific company with the truth of the injustices they are perpetrating—an effective way to target corporations on social issues.

For example, when the omnipresent McDonald's golden arches were combined with the slogan “McSlavery” by the farmworkers of the Coalition of Immokalee Workers, or Chevron’s slogan “People Do” was rewritten to say “Do people kill for oil?” the power of the corporate images were turned against themselves. Ad-busters magazine founder Kalle Lasn has dubbed this practice of juxtaposing images or co-opting slogans as “culture jamming” or “subvertising.”

In recent years, brand busting tactics have been artfully used by corporate accountability campaigns in many sectors. Targeting a brand can be a powerful form of narrative aikido since it uses a corporation’s own advertising budget against it by hijacking the imagery already familiar to their customers to present a social change message. Since the long-term effect of attacks on the brand can’t be easily measured (and therefore can’t be easily dismissed), brand busting can help a campaign get the attention of top corporate decision makers.
When we forecast the future we desire, we invite people to imagine and embrace a visionary solution.

Foreshadowing is essential for taking on one of the most common control mythologies: T.I.N.A., or There-is-No-Alternative. Although this meme was coined by Margaret Thatcher—the leader of Britain’s Conservative Party throughout the 1980s—it is undoubtedly an ancient strategy of manipulation. The T.I.N.A. narrative acknowledges that the controversial proposal in question is not ideal, but it is the only realistic option, and so it must move forward. This makes it vulnerable to a foreshadowing strategy that offers viable suggestions for other ways of doing things.

With smartMeme’s support, a coalition of tribes, environmentalists, and commercial fisherman in northern California’s Klamath River basin used the battle of the story to create a common story that foreshadowed a restored river. The groups had united to demand the removal of outdated dams that had severely impacted both the local indigenous cultures and the commercial fishing industry by limiting salmon habitat. Many of the dams had been in place for over 50 years, and were so accepted as an enduring reality that many residents couldn’t imagine that they would ever be removed.
The campaign’s meme “Bring the Salmon Home” encapsulated the coalition’s vision of restoring the salmon’s full traditional habitat, and communicated the interdependence between the cultures in the basin (both native and non-native) and a healthy salmon run.

The campaign mail piece is an example of foreshadowing, and effectively frames the conflict by showing-not-telling. The mailer doesn’t say, “Dams are bad.” Rather it explains the impact of the dams on the salmon, and lets the reader draw his or her own conclusions.

The native peoples of the Klamath basin continue to work in alliance with commercial fishermen, environmentalists, and, increasingly, the farming community. Their campaign has shifted the story beyond a debate about whether or not to remove the dams, and into a conversation about how many dams to remove, and how to pay for it.

### 3.9 Designing a Framing Narrative

Beneath words and logic are emotional connections that largely
direct how we use our words and logic.
~ Jane Roberts

Once your group has identified the elements of your story (conflict, characters, images, foreshadowing) the next step is to identify your own underlying assumptions. These assumptions are the shared values (e.g. “equity”) and core beliefs (e.g. “All people deserve equal access to opportunity”) of your organization, coalition, or alliance.

With your core values clarified and the elements of your story in place, your next step is to synthesize these elements into a framing narrative. This overarching narrative should be both compelling to your target audience(s), and challenge the key underlying assumptions that are preventing the dominant narrative from changing. This framing narrative is an internal, working document that can help your group develop messaging strategy and tactics as you conduct the campaign. The framing narrative provides the fodder for talking points, slogans, posters, or other materials.

The process of developing the framing narrative (and boiling it down) often requires considerable creativity, experimentation, and collective commitment. The most important thing to remember is that all the elements of the story should reinforce each other to connect seamlessly into a coherent story. As you brainstorm images, develop slogans, and hone your messaging, you must adhere
to a common **narrative logic**: a coherent, cumulative narrative arc that produces cognitive consonance (as opposed to cognitive dissonance) in the minds of your audience. In other words, the story has got to make sense! The message should be self-evident.

Maintaining a common **narrative logic** takes discipline, especially when you have a diverse group with many creative ideas. You must be vigilant about matching (not mixing) metaphors, choosing the right **meta-verb(s)** (See Section 3.10) to communicate the direction of motion in the story, and developing the appropriate spokespeople as leading characters in the narrative.

Designing your framing narrative is ultimately a political process: What is inside the frame? Who is not? What must be emphasized to offer a new angle on our issue? What can’t be left out or compromised as your community wagers it’s struggle?

This is the hard work of **story-based strategy**. Through this process, your group may choose to cut your issue differently, depending on whom you are trying to influence. These decisions can ripple out through every aspect of the organization. For many grassroots groups with limited resources, this process leads to hard decisions about what to prioritize.

As story-based strategists, we aren’t just telling stories—we are changing stories. More often than not, this means challenging stereotypes and dominant cultural assumptions. There are strategic considerations and values-based choices about how to meet short-term campaign objectives, while also achieving longer-term, transformational goals of shifting the dominant culture. These are political calculations you must make within your own circumstance and principles.

This is why *smart*Meme emphasizes that “messaging” is not an afterthought; **story-based strategy** is at the very heart of the work, and the framing **narrative** you develop will have effects on many areas: campaigning, organizing and alliance building, fundraising, morale, group cohesion, etc.

The **battle of the story** tool is not a one-time worksheet—it is a guide for ongoing strategy development as you create your campaign’s messages, undertake **interventions**, and encapsulate and spread your story with effective **memes**.

---

**Designing your framing narrative is ultimately a political process: What is inside the frame? Who is not? What must be emphasized and what can’t be left out or compromised?**
3.10 Action Logic & Meta-Verbs

Change will come. As always, it is just a matter of who determines what that change will be.
~ Winona LaDuke

The concepts of action logic and meta-verbs are critical to designing your framing narrative. Action logic means that the actions you take have an overarching, self-evident narrative logic that speaks for itself and tells a story. The action logic is how an action makes sense politically to an outside observer. Having clear action logic means that people who witness the action will be able to understand the significance of what is happening, even if they don’t have any background information. Good action logic can help your message become more memetic and creates the type of powerful stories that move hearts and change minds.

Action logic is frequently summarized through the shorthand of a single action-oriented meta-verb that is part of how the action or campaign is publicized. The meta-verb you choose—Protest! Rally against! Shut down! Mobilize! Stop! Transform!—will likely become the benchmark of the action’s success, not only to the participants, but also to media observers and the general public. Chose your meta-verb(s) wisely! Your meta-verbs should communicate a clear action logic that anchors your action in a broader narrative about your intentions, demands, and world-view.

There are many famous examples of action logic with clear meta-verbs: The Montgomery Bus Boycott of 1955 ("Boycott!") , The WTO Protests in 1999 ("Shut down the WTO!") , and “Levitate the Pentagon” of 1967. (Well, sometimes the action logic takes some imagination!)

Another example of effective action logic was the “Capitol Climate Action” in March 2009. A coalition of groups fighting global climate change converged on the Capitol Coal Plant in Washington, D.C. The organizers had put out a public call for mass civil disobedience to nonviolently shut down the plant by blocking the gates. This target provided built-in symbolism and implicit story-based strategy: The coal plant provides the Capitol building’s electricity and therefore is a potent metaphor for the coal industry’s influence on lawmakers on Capitol Hill. The action was designed to draw attention to the fact that our reliance on coal is fueling climate destabilization, and causing
massive destruction and human rights abuses: From mountain top removal mining, to water polluting slurry, to poisoning the air for the low income African Americans who live near the plant. Symbolically the plant provided a perfect stage for the action’s unfolding narrative by offering photogenic images of mass protest shutting down a coal plant, framed between the smokestack and the Capitol dome.

However, while the action logic was poetic, the tactic of civil disobedience was distilled to a meta-verb of “get arrested,” and this logic unraveled when the police declined to arrest anyone. While the action still met its political goals of raising the issue in the national media and building a stronger grassroots movement, for many of the first-time protestors, there was an anti-climactic effect to the lack of arrest. It’s important to remember that framing isn’t just for the media—it’s for the base too. Making the frames consistent and resonant—in the narrative and on the ground—is essential for successful, strong, and ongoing mobilization.

3.11 Going Viral: Meme Campaigns

In every ear it spread, on every tongue it grew.
~ Alexander Pope

Once you have used the battle of the story tool to deconstruct the story you want to change and design the framing narrative you want to tell, the next step is to figure out how to spread your message. Part of this process is to encapsulate your story in powerful memes. Most successful campaigns rely on a few “sticky” memes to spread their story and build support amongst a wider audience.

A social change effort focused on spreading a new idea or changing the terms of a debate is essentially a meme campaign. Some recent examples of meme campaigns include: fair trade, conflict
The Billionaires meme campaign in its 2009 iteration in the healthcare debate.

diamonds, sweatshop-free, living wage, and Live Strong (which popularized the meme of colored bracelets).

Thinking of campaigns in terms of memes opens up new possibilities and opportunities for organizing. Organizing is about creating a structure to plug people into, and the right meme can act as a viral organizing structure. The center of a meme campaign is not the headquarters or campaign leadership, and the goal is not building organizational membership in the traditional sense. Instead, the center of the meme campaign is the narrative and the contagious self-replicating meme capsules that spread the story.

The meme, by its very nature, mutates over time and expresses itself in myriad formations as it moves through existing networks and creates new ones. A good meme campaign is designed so that people can take the meme and “run with it” at the grassroots level without the meme (and message) losing its intent and integrity.

At its core, an effective meme campaign requires strong grassroots organizing and a flexible, network-based structure in order to flourish. The primary role of the network’s main nodes (which are likely organizers, but may be unexpected people, media sources, or events) is to encourage the replication of the meme. Organizers act as weavers of the decentralized network web, spreading information, connecting people, gathering feedback, and offering support.

A great example of a meme campaign was created in the lead-up to the 2000 elections, when economic justice activists set out to show the need for campaign finance reform by exposing the undue influence of big money contributors on both parties. They created Billionaires for Bush (or Gore), a faux movement of billionaires. They took on billionaire personas like Phil T. Rich and Hallie Burton who would protest at protests and get major media attention with messages like “Widen the income gap” and “Tax the poor, not us!”

Billionaires for Bush (or Gore) was essentially a street theater concept to transmit a meme suggesting that Big Money owned
both candidates. The organizers provided some basic resources—core messages, costuming tips, and adaptable guerilla theater scenarios that would allow the meme to spread virally without losing its core meaning. The oxymoron of billionaires protesting, as well as the “Bush OR Gore” tagline, was so at odds with the conventional framing of the election that it captured the attention of people and the media. The campaign itself was particularly effective because it was accessible: anyone could become a Billionaire. Activists around the country tailored the tactic to their own needs throughout the election, and spread the meme with in-character radio spots, protests, and stunts at candidate events—delivering a hard-hitting political message with humor.17

In 2004 they were back as Billionaires for Bush, with slogans like “Four More Wars” and “Leave No Billionaire Behind.” The campaign mobilized thousands of people and attracted massive media attention using humor and storytelling. The Billionaires meme continues to be a useful platform for creative organizing and has morphed into other campaigns like Billionaires for Big Oil, Billionaires for Bailouts, and Billionaires for Healthcare (Not Healthcare).

Critical Mass bike rides are a meme campaign that has spread around the globe over the past decade. The simple idea of the meme is to create a ritual where bike riders gather at a specific time and place (often the last Friday of the month) to cycle en masse through rush-hour traffic. It was originally intended to build visibility for the bike community and demand changes in transit policy to make cities less car-dependent and more bike-friendly. Military analysts speculating on the potential battlefield applications of decentralized decision-making have cited Critical Mass.16 This shows that leaderless movements built around a meme that is flexible and adaptive to local conditions can attract attention from some powerful quarters.

3. Winning the Battle of the Story
Those who profess to favor freedom and yet depreciate agitation, are people who want crops without ploughing the ground; they want rain without thunder and lightning; they want the ocean without the roar of its many waters. The struggle may be a moral one, or it may be a physical one, or it may be both. But it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing without a demand; it never has and it never will.

~ Frederick Douglass
4. Points of Intervention

4.1 Social Change as Intervention

Imagination is intervention, an act of defiance. It alters belief.
~ David Mura

So you want to take action to change a story that is hurting your community...but how? Whether you’re targeting a specific brand narrative put forward by a powerful corporation or resisting racist policies rooted in generations of oppressive assumptions, it can be a daunting task to take your story off the flipchart and into the streets.

You have used the battle of the story tool to deconstruct the story you want to change and to synthesize your framing narrative into some potent memes you want to spread. The next dimension of the story-based strategy model is taking action at points of intervention (POI).

SmartMeme defines intervention as: an action meant to change the course of events. Intervention is deliberate interference or interaction with a previously existing narrative, audience, social structure, system, venue, or space.

Points of intervention are specific places in a system where an action can effectively interrupt and influence the narrative of that system and build momentum for change.

Social movements traditionally

When a direct action intervention is effective, it shifts power relationships in the moment it is happening and also builds lasting movement by leaving an imprint in our imaginations of new possibilities.
**Points of Intervention** are the places in a system where taking action can make change. Social movements have a long history of taking action where production, consumption, destruction, or decision-making is happening. **Story-based strategy** helps us expand these efforts to envision interventions into the narratives that shape popular understanding by taking action at the point of assumption.

intervene at physical points in the systems that shape our lives, otherwise known as “direct action.” The locations of these types of interventions have included: the **point of production** where goods are produced (such as a factory or laboratory), the **point of destruction** where resources are extracted or pollution is dumped (such as a logging road or toxic waste site), the **point of consumption** where products are purchased (such as a chain store or a lunch counter) and the point of **decision** where the **powerholders** are located (such as a corporate headquarters or a congressional office).

Direct action is an age-old method of taking action to make positive changes in the world, from a community putting up their own radio transmitter to give voice to local residents, to mass civil disobedience to shut down a corporate war profiteer. Direct action is a general term for any action where people step out of their traditional, scripted roles (be it as passive consumers, marginalized nobodies, or apathetic spectators) and challenge the dominant
expectation of obedience. When a direct action intervention is effective, it shifts power relationships in the moment it is happening and also builds lasting movement by leaving an imprint in our imaginations of new possibilities. Direct action is often a tactic within a broader strategy, but it also represents a political ethic of creating fundamental change at the deepest levels of power relations.

Social change forces don’t have equal access to the privately owned infrastructure of mass media and communication, so we need to tell our story creatively through our actions. **Narrative power analysis** reminds us that interventions at physical points can go beyond disrupting a system to pose a deeper challenge to its underlying assumptions and legitimacy. This holds true for a physical system such as sweatshop manufacturing or an ideological system like racism, sexism, or homophobia.

Through the lens of **story-based strategy**, we can see **points of intervention** that operate not only in physical space, but also in **narrative space**. **Story-based strategy** is based in the notion that narratives operate on underlying assumptions, and so in order to change stories, we need to shift assumptions. Actions at a **point of assumption** are actions with the explicit goal of **changing the story**. These types of actions can often be combined with an action at a physical point to make the intervention more effective.

**The 1937 Flint sit-down strike is one of the great moments in U.S. labor history. By occupying and stopping production at three General Motors factories for over six weeks, workers won recognition of their union, the United Auto Workers.**
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4.2 Point of Production

If the workers took a notion they could stop all speeding trains;  
Every ship upon the ocean they can tie with mighty chains.  
Every wheel in the creation, every mine and every mill;  
Fleets and armies of the nation, will at their command stand still.  
~ Joe Hill, labor organizer executed by the state of Utah in 1915

Action at the **point of production** is the foundational insight of the labor movement. Workers organize to target the economic system where it directly affects them, and where that system is most vulnerable—at the site of production. Strikes, picket lines, work slowdowns, and factory take-overs are all point of production actions. Other **points of production** are factory farms or facilities where new products or technologies are created.

4.3 Point of Destruction

So bleak is the picture... that the bulldozer and not the atomic bomb may turn out to be the most destructive invention of the 20th century.  
~ Philip Shabecoff

The **point of destruction** is where harm or an injustice is actually occurring in its most blatant form. Intervention at this point can halt the practice in the moment, as well as dramatize the larger **battle of the story** around the issue. It could be the place where the raw materials to fuel manufacturing come from, such as mining, fossil-fuel drilling, or logging. The **point of destruction** can also be the place where the waste from the **point of production** is dumped—an effluent pipe in a river, diesel emissions along a trucking route, or a leaky toxic waste dump. From remote rural and wilderness areas, to polluted inner cities, impacted communities frequently mobilize to take action at the **point of destruction**.
It is critical to bring public attention to the point of destruction because it is almost always (by design) out of the public eye. In many cases, the point of destruction is made invisible by distance, oppressive assumptions, or ignorance. Impacted communities generally have less political power, so point of destruction actions are most effective when they capture public attention or are supported with solidarity actions at other points of intervention.

4.4 Point of Consumption

Consumerism turns us all into junk-ies.
~ Earon Davis

The point of consumption is the location of everyday interaction with a product or service. It becomes particularly relevant when the product in question is linked to injustice. Point of consumption actions are the traditional arena of consumer boycotts and storefront demonstrations. Examples include: sit-ins at the Woolworth’s lunch counters to protest legalized racial segregation, efforts to spread memes like “sweat-shop free,” “dolphin-safe tuna,” and “fair trade” in the marketplace, or protesting oil wars at gas stations. The point of consumption is often the most visible point of intervention in our consumerist society. Point of consumption actions can also be a good way to get the attention of corporate power-holders when lawmakers aren’t listening.

Over the past two decades, “market campaigns” have emerged as a model that aims to shift the dynamics of an industry by shutting down the market for destructive products.¹ This strategy goes beyond brand busting and operates with a comprehensive analysis of the

Human rights and economic justice activists protest sweatshops at Gap stores. The globalized economy relocates the vast majority of manufacturing to the Global South—meaning poor wages and abusive working conditions are far from the public eye in the U.S. Actions at the point of consumption can illuminate injustices at other points in the system.
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marketplace and its key institutional players. Campaigners have effectively pressured retailers, investors, shareholders, wholesale suppliers, subcontractors, and other links in the chain of production, destruction, and consumption, to meet their demands. Human rights activists have confronted retailers selling sweatshop products. Forest defenders have pressured companies to stop purchasing wood and paper from old growth forests. Public health crusaders have targeted cosmetics and chemical companies with actions aimed at impacting brand profiles and eroding market share. Intervention at the point of consumption is often a key element of a market campaign.

4.5 Point of Decision

Change means movement. Movement means friction. Only in the frictionless vacuum of a nonexistent abstract world can movement or change occur without that abrasive friction of conflict.
~ Saul Alinsky

The point of decision is the location of the power-holders who can meet the campaign’s demand. Whether taking over a slumlord’s office, bursting into a corporate boardroom, or protesting at the state capital, many successful campaigns have used some form of action at the point of decision to put pressure on the key decision makers.

Sometimes a point of decision action can reframe an issue by unmasking hidden interests and challenging assumptions about who is to blame for a problem. Some successful examples include: protesting global poverty at World Bank meetings, calling for an end to agricultural sweatshops at the fast food chain Burger King headquarters, and targeting executives at an

Over 50,000 people protested at the Seattle meetings of the World Trade Organization in November 1999 because they understood that the unelected and unaccountable WTO was going to be making decisions that affected their lives. These protests illuminated a new point of decision in the global economy.
auto show for their failure to address global warming emissions. In these cases, intervention at the point of decision also aims at the point of assumption.

4.6 Point of Assumption

People do not change with the times, they change the times.
~ PK Shaw

The traditional four points of intervention are interventions in physical space. These points focus on the tangible gears of the machinery that drives injustice, oppression, and destruction. Historically, social movements have succeeded in winning changes when these physical actions have also changed the story around the issue. This means reframing the problem, building a base of committed people, and winning a critical mass of support for solutions. The end result is a re-patterning of popular consciousness to embrace a new story.

Shifting the debate, moving the center of gravity, and changing the story are all metaphors that describe a cultural shift that creates the space for political changes to emerge. Story-based strategy is an exploration of how social movements can operate in the realm of narrative to create a shared story for interpreting political issues that inform the understanding of a critical mass of society.

Applying a narrative power analysis helps us scout for the specific points of intervention in the narratives that we want to change; this is fundamentally about identifying and targeting underlying assumptions that sustain the status quo. These interventions aim to pass through the filters of their

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shifting the debate, moving the center of gravity, and changing the story are all metaphors to describe a cultural shift that creates the space for political changes to emerge.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERVENTION AT POINTS OF ASSUMPTION**

- Offer new futures
- Reframe debates
- Subvert spectacles
- Repurpose existing narratives
- Make the invisible visible
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audience and change their story. We call this action at the point of assumption.

Assumptions are the unstated parts of the story that you have to believe in order to believe the story is true. They are the glue that holds the narrative together, and when they are exposed and found in contradiction to the lived experience or values of the audience, they are vulnerable. Action to expose and target these assumptions can change the story. Point of assumption actions can take many forms: exposing hypocrisy or lies, reframing the issue, amplifying the voices of previously silenced characters in the story, or offering an alternative vision.

4.7 Offering New Futures

A pile of rocks ceases to be a pile of rocks when somebody contemplates it with the idea of a cathedral in mind.

~ Antoine de St. Exupéry

One place to find points of assumption is at the point in the story where the endings become contestable—where effective action can forecast a different future. Such vision-driven actions are not new, and arguably have always been a staple of successful social change. However, by understanding them as interventions at a point of assumption we can focus on what has made them successful and work to replicate those aspects.

One of the most common assumptions in power-holders’ stories is some version of the “There Is No Alternative” (TINA)³ control myth (See Section 3.8). In these instances, the effective articulation of a plausible story about a different future can be a powerful challenge to the status quo narrative. Actions that contest a seemingly pre-determined future are one type of action at the point of assumption.

A few examples of this type of intervention include:

- Activists confront biotechnology and the corporate takeover of the food system by transforming an empty lot into a garden where neighbors can grow healthy, organic food.

- Homes Not Jails activists challenge city officials to provide more housing for low income families by occupying an abandoned building to create a place for people to live.
Public housing residents pushing for a better childcare space take action at the local government office, and instead of just doing a sit-in, they transform the office into the day-care center the community needs.

The fundamental question for these types of actions is: “What if...?” Even if the action is a symbolic foreshadowing (rather than a concrete plan), it can still challenge the status quo narrative by offering glimpses of alternatives. This type of intervention can open up the political imagination to the possibility of a real solution. Intervention at the point of assumption can reclaim public space for the discussion of a problem untethered from the confines of the power-holder’s framing—introducing new ideas, new possibilities, new solutions, even new identities and ways of being.

4.8 Reframing Debates

Change looks impossible when you start, and looks inevitable after you’ve finished.
~ Bob Hunter

In 1981, environmentalists in the western United States were fighting to defend wilderness areas from the intrusions of industrial mega-projects like giant dams. The newly formed radical ecology network Earth First! was thinking bigger than the usual protest at the point of destruction. They wanted to challenge the deep-seated narrative of technological progress “conquering” nature. They knew that they had to confront the assumption that industrial mega-projects like giant dams were permanent immovable structures, and foreshadow a future of undoing damage to the planet. They chose intervention at the

In 1981, environmental visionaries “cracked” the Glen Canyon Dam to challenge the assumption that mega-development projects had to be permanent. This intervention helped reframe the debate around wilderness preservation.
Glen Canyon Dam, the second highest concrete arch dam in the United States that dams the Colorado River in Arizona.

On the anniversary of the Glen Canyon Dam’s opening, they unfurled a huge black plastic banner down the face of the dam, visually creating a giant crack, and foreshadowing a day when dams would be removed and rivers restored.4

Until their iconic action, the industrial paradigm of dominating nature had rendered the question of removing a mega-dam unthinkable in the public debate. The "cracking" action challenged that assumption and created a new political space. Twenty-five years later, struggles against dams continue, but today, dam removal is increasingly embraced as a solution to restore damaged fishing stocks and watersheds.

### 4.9 Subverting Spectacles

Disne[yland is presented as imaginary in order to make us believe that the rest is real.

~ Jean Baudrillard

In the wake of the 2004 U.S. election, some creative organizers saw the opportunity to mobilize the disillusioned into the longer-term progressive movement. *Turn Your Back on Bush* was born: a point of assumption action organized by Action Mill (www.actionmill.com), with support from smartMeme.5

It was clear that the Bush administration’s draconian security measures would limit protest along the 2005 Bush Inaugural parade route, and that it would be difficult for traditional protest tactics to break out of the media’s existing frame. So their action mobilized over 5,000 people to covertly enter the security zone, line the parade route, and then turn their backs on the Presidential motorcade as it passed. This form of symbolic protest may seem trivial (given the scale of Bush’s crimes against humanity), but it was an action that was targeting a specific point of assumption: the Bush narrative that the election had provided a “mandate.”
SELLING THE WORLD BANK ON EBAY

In 2004 activists at the World Bank Bonds Boycott teamed up with smartMeme to expose the World Bank’s role in perpetuating poverty and injustice. Protest outside the Bank’s annual meetings had peaked several years earlier so it was time for a new way to hijack the spectacle of media attention around the Bank’s annual fall meeting. So smartMeme posted the World Bank for sale on the online auction website eBay. The action logic of “Selling The World Bank on eBay” was a humorous way to point out that, contrary to its stated mission of ending poverty, the Bank is actually for sale to the highest bidder. The posting on eBay described the World Bank as “Antiquated: does not work” and generated headlines like: “World Bank for sale on eBay - Activists say the bank 'will do a lot less harm to the world gathering dust in your attic’” (CNN) and ‘World Bank’ Bidding Starts at 30 Cents on eBay (Reuters). The media stunt used carefully crafted language on the eBay post to embed the substance of the issues into the action. For instance, the asking price was $0.30, the average hourly wage of a sweatshop worker in Haiti. This action used a humorous and very clear action logic to engage a serious topic and garner high profile global press coverage for the campaign.

The action logic of turning your back was clear. It was carried out by thousands of people representing constituencies that Bush was claiming to speak for: veterans, military families, farmers, fire fighters, and people of faith. The action communicated a mass symbolic withdrawal of consent for Bush's presidency.

The action effectively subverted the spectacle of Bush’s grand triumph and launched a counter story about the broad base of resistance to his policies. The action received major media coverage around the world, and even entered popular culture consciousness as the subject of a skit on the popular television program Saturday Night Live.
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U.S. athletes Tommie Smith and Juan Carlos captured global attention by making a Black Power raised-fist salute on the medal stand at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City. This famous action subverted the spectacle of the medal ceremony to make a statement rejecting racism and oppression. Both of them were stripped of their medals, although years later they were reinstated. Spectacles are everywhere in the popular culture, and can provide opportunities for point of assumption interventions.

*Turn Your Back on Bush*’s simple and unique action logic allowed the protest to go viral as a *meme*, and reports of people greeting Bush with the turned backs of protest emerged from around the country and the world.

4.10 Repurposing Pop(ular) Culture Narratives

If there’s any hope for a revolution in America, it lies in getting Elvis Presley to become Che Guevara.

~ Phil Ochs

In a critique of the media-saturation of U.S. culture, it is easy to forget that *pop culture* means popular. It is marketed en masse, creating familiarity with the characters, images and plots of contemporary *pop culture* products such as movies, television programs, commercials, internet sites, popular music, and viral videos. *Popular culture* can provide unique opportunities for social change messages to “hitch a ride” on specific *memes*, metaphors, and cultural narratives.

*Popular culture* narratives are like rivers running through mainstream culture. If a campaign can craft a message that floats on the river—without the message being
This repurposing of the omnipresent Got Milk? ads became a meme that spread from anti-war demonstrations to media and global popular culture. The image was created by StreetRec (www.counterproductiveindustries.com), a Chicago-based creative resistance collective. The Bush administration denounced the image as “hate speech.”

trivialized or submerged—then the campaign can repurpose that existing narrative.

The imagery, characters, and narratives of popular Hollywood movies like The Matrix, The Lord of the Rings, and Harry Potter have all been borrowed and repurposed for social change ends.

Activists used this strategy in a banner-hang action to protest the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003. “Frodo has failed—Bush has the ring!” was the slogan seen by thousands on their morning commutes on Interstate 40 in Knoxville, Tennessee.

The banner message played on the pre-release marketing hype of the second installment in the blockbuster Lord of the Rings trilogy. The pun was funny, and so the action was a topic on morning radio call-in shows and news programs.

The action caused such a stir that the company whose ad appeared on the billboard—the restaurant chain Hooters—attempted to cash in on the publicity by allowing the banner to stay up. They played on the story by placing ads on their local restaurant kiosks saying, “Frodo has Failed. Hooters has the WING!” in order to advertise their chicken wings.

This was ironic (since part of the reason the activists chose that particular billboard

In 2003 activists from Katuah Earth First! in Knoxville, TN won popular support and massive media coverage for their anti-war action by tapping into the popular narrative of the Lord of the Rings movies.
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was to protest Hooters’ infamous sexism), but it spurred another round of media conversation and water cooler jokes about the action. The activists (one of whom was a smartMeme training alumna!) were not arrested, and the banner stayed up for a number of days and was seen by thousands of commuters.

To someone unfamiliar with J.R.R. Tolkien’s books or the Hollywood movies based on them, the banner message is meaningless. But if you know the code you can easily decipher that the banner means, “Bush is the ultimate evil and is a threat to the entire world.” (Imagine the response if the activists had chosen to write that message!) This example demonstrates how pop culture can offer us detailed cultural codes that can help popularize messages that otherwise would not get by the filters of a mass audience (See Section 2.5 for more on narrative filters).

The danger in appropriating popular culture narratives is that the references are ever changing and ephemeral. Some iconic images and narratives become cultural touchstones that can stand the test of time, while others are fleeting and are quickly replaced by a flurry of media promoting the next Hollywood blockbuster or consumer product. Pop culture may create a common meme for millions of people, but it will soon be yesterday’s joke if you don’t move fast. In this age of niche marketing and narrowcasting, it’s important to understand who knows the specific pop culture code you’re using and who doesn’t.

4.11 Making the Invisible visible

When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change.
~ Max Planck

After a story-based strategy session in 2007, Iraq Veterans Against the War (IVAW) decided to take direct action at the point of assumption and experiment with an intervention in American iconography. Their goal was to change the story from “we are at WAR in Iraq,” and therefore must stay until we “win,” to “this is an OCCUPATION of Iraq,” and the presence of U.S. troops is making the situation worse. They wanted the U.S. public to understand that occupations inevitably create violence and can never be “won.” The group decided to show not tell what occupation really is. They called their series of
actions *Operation First Casualty*, after the notion that the first casualty of war is truth.

IVAW intervened with reality street theater: veterans in uniform went on patrol in U.S. cities as if they were in Iraq, including simulating crowd control actions and civilian arrest operations. The actions were an effort to show the U.S. public...
what occupation looks like and feels like, and to create cognitive dissonance by using the setting of iconic places like Times Square in New York City and the National Mall in Washington, D.C.

IVAW knew that simply telling people that the occupation is undemocratic and oppressive wasn’t enough. They wanted to give the public an experience of occupation by creating memorable images of what it would look like in the U.S. These interventions powerfully demonstrated the principle of making the invisible visible. While the action took an emotional toll for some of the vets who participated, it was a radical act of real world culture jamming. Operation First Casualty dramatically contrasted IVAW’s first-hand experiences of Iraq with the Bush administration’s propaganda.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE POINTS OF INTERVENTION</th>
<th>IDENTIFY THE POINT</th>
<th>INTERVENTION IDEAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POINT OF PRODUCTION</td>
<td>The realm of strikes, picket lines. Factory occupations, crop lands, and agricultural actions, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POINT OF DESTRUCTION</td>
<td>Resource extraction such as logging, mines, etc. Point of toxic discharge, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POINT OF CONSUMPTION</td>
<td>The realm of consumer boycotts and markets campaigns. Places were customers can be reached. Chain stores, supermarkets, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POINT OF DECISION</td>
<td>Location of targeted decision maker. Corporate H.Q., slumlord's office, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POINT OF ASSUMPTION</td>
<td>Challenging underlying assumptions &amp; control mythologies, subverting spectacles, contesting futures, intervening in popular culture…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our strategy should be not only to confront empire, but to lay siege to it. To deprive it of oxygen. To shame it. To mock it. With our art, our music, our literature, our stubbornness, our joy, our brilliance, our sheer relentlessness—and our ability to tell our own stories. Stories that are different from the ones we’re being brainwashed to believe.

~ Arundhati Roy at the 2003 World Social Forum
5. Changing the Story

Opportunities multiply as they are seized.
~ Sun Tzu

5.1 Strategic Improvisation

Thus far, this manual has explored and enunciated various aspects of a story-based strategy approach. The foundational framework is a narrative power analysis: viewing social change efforts and power relationships through the lens of story. The elements of story are a tool to deconstruct the narratives we want to change, and construct the story of our own vision. We have also examined memes, and looked at how they can carry control mythologies as well as encapsulate and spread social change messages.

In Section III, we distinguished between mobilizing and persuasion narratives and offered techniques for waging the battle of the story. Section IV examined the points of intervention and presented ideas for action at the point of assumption to reframe narratives and shift popular understanding of an issue.

This manual is only an introduction to these ideas, and there is certainly a need for deeper thinking and many more applications and experiments to try out in the field. The methodologies in this manual are most effective when used together,
but different campaigns and situations will require different applications.

We believe that social change innovation is emergent and thus requires the practice of improvisation. Effective change agents bring a background of skills and experience, a strategic framework, and an awareness of the present conditions to inform how they act within a range of options that best fit the situation. To be successful at improvisation (be it in cooking, hip-hop, or activism) requires resourcefulness, creativity, and a stash of good ideas. Improvisational forays are often the edges of yet unseen innovations.

SmartMeme’s approach recognizes that a successful strategy is not only a premeditated plan that emerges from analysis—it also must evolve in a real-world context of changing conditions. Strategy is not a rigid set of instructions. Effective strategic practice requires reflective, thoughtful leadership, and making choices when faced with developing situations. In other words, there is always an improvisational element.

In this spirit, we want to point out that there is no one sure-fire prescription to design and implement a story-based strategy. There is no one magic meme or universal blueprint for success. The term story-based strategy may be new, but the techniques of storytelling are ancient, and the body of work on social movement strategy is vast.

In this section, we present four case studies that exemplify some of the methods of story-based strategy we’ve been discussing. First, a widely known historic example: the Greenpeace “Save the Whales” campaign. Two other case studies come from the smartMeme collective’s own work applying story-based strategy on the ground with the grassroots organizing campaigns of Rural Vermont and Protect Our Waters. Both offer rich examples of the battle of the story in action. The final case study is a campaign that smartMeme has not been intimately involved in shaping, but we have been honored to support. We have learned a great deal from the Coalition of Immokalee Workers and their successful efforts to win better wages and working conditions for farmworkers in southwest Florida. Each of these examples offers lessons and inspiration about how to apply story-based strategy ideas in real world struggles. We hope these stories inspire you to experiment with narrative in your own efforts to change the world.
5.2 CASE STUDY
Greenpeace: Save the Whales

Greenpeace’s “Save the Whales” campaign is a great example of changing the story, and is credited with shifting public perceptions of whales.¹ When Greenpeace began the campaign in the mid-1970s, industrial whaling was driving many species of whale to the point of extinction, and there was little public awareness about the issue. Greenpeace was a new organization, and they had already successfully mixed media-savvy, nonviolent direct action, and the Quaker tradition of “bearing witness” into a grassroots campaign against nuclear testing. When they set out to challenge the whaling industry, they knew they would need to push their new tactics even further. Greenpeace knew they could never intervene at every point of destruction and save every whale, so they set out to change the way the dominant culture thought of whaling—to change the story of whaling.

Greenpeace campaigners asked themselves, what is the popular understanding of whaling, and where did it come from? They realized that people knew relatively little about whales, and that much of what they thought they knew came from a book that was commonly read in high schools: Herman Melville’s 19th-century novel Moby Dick. The vision of whaling presented in Moby Dick depicts heroic whalers taking to the sea in tiny boats and risking their lives to battle giant, evil whales.

But by the late 20th century, whaling was an industrial enterprise. Giant factory whaling ships dwarfed the endangered mammals, slaughtering

Greenpeace knew they could never intervene at every point of destruction and save every whale. So they set out to change the way the dominant culture thought of whaling—to change the story of whaling.

Greenpeace’s “Save the Whales” campaign is a great example of changing the story, and is credited with shifting public perceptions of whales.
them en masse in a manner that was neither heroic nor risky. Greenpeace knew they had to expose the invisible reality of industrial whaling. Greenpeace set out to create a series of “image events”—spectacles that told a dramatic story—which could replace the popular culture’s concept of whaling.

The iconic images they created were of Greenpeace activists in small Zodiac boats placing themselves directly between the giant factory whaling ships and the whales. It was dangerous and activists did get hurt. Greenpeace used the first generation of handheld video cameras to record their attempts to get between the harpoons and the whales, and succeeded in getting the images broadcast around the world.²

This intervention at the point of destruction created an effective direct action at the point of assumption. The actions

Greenpeace activists confront a factory whaling ship.

Images such as these reflected popular perceptions of whales and whaling before the campaign.
showed it was the activists, not the whalers, who were the courageous people on small boats risking their lives—not to kill whales, but to save them. In this new narrative, whales were not big and evil; rather it was the giant whaling ships that were the dangerous monsters. The whales were the helpless victims and became sympathetic and worthy of protection. The Greenpeace activists (and the burgeoning environmental movement they represented) became the heroes. The story changed and the roles of hero, victim, and villain shifted.

The campaign won the battle of the story of whaling, and ultimately succeeded in securing international treaties to protect endangered whales. Unfortunately, in recent years, whaling interests have exploited loopholes in these treaties. Activists are once again campaigning to protect whales. However, because of this successful story-based strategy, these new campaigns have the power of public support on their side.
5.3 CASE STUDY
Rural Vermont: One Contaminated Farm Is One Too Many

Starting in 2004, smartMeme partnered with the grassroots economic justice organization Rural Vermont, a membership organization led by family farmers. Rural Vermont was campaigning against genetically engineered (GE) agriculture. This rapidly spreading and untested technology poses threats to family farmers, human health, and the environment.3 SmartMeme supported Rural Vermont as a key constituent-led, membership organization that was tackling this global issue at the local level.

In 2004, Rural Vermont won successful passage of the Farmers’ Right to Know GE Seed Labeling and Registration Act. This law puts the USDA organic standards’ definition of “genetically modified” into Vermont statute, and requires that GE seeds be clearly labeled as such. This was a tremendous victory. With GE defined on the books, they had the ability to move the issue further.

There was a serious danger that pollen from genetically engineered (GE) crops planted on one farm could drift and contaminate neighboring farms that had not chosen to plant GE crops. The giant biotech companies like Monsanto, who own the patents to the GE seeds, were covering up the contamination issue. Their tactic was to sue farmers whose crops had been contaminated for “patent infringement” and “unauthorized pirating” of their copyrighted technology.
The farmers of Vermont decided to stand up to this corporate bullying and demand that the state legislature pass a law to hold the manufacturers of genetically engineered seeds accountable for “drift” and contamination. This would mean that if a farmer’s field was contaminated, instead of suing his neighbor he could hold the real culprit accountable—the patent-holding corporations like Monsanto.

When GE crop contamination was uncovered on an organic farm in the state the campaign rallied around the slogan: “One contaminated farm is one too many.” Rural Vermont organized farmers and local-food advocates to pressure state lawmakers to adopt policies to protect farmers’ interests. They called their proposed legislation the Farmer Protection Act, a *framing* that stuck throughout the campaign and connected corporate liability with protecting farmers.

Rural Vermont’s *story-based strategy* used many tactics: letter writing, rallies, media, print advertisements, and nonviolent direct actions. The campaign narrative kept the focus on the farmers—the impacted sympathetic characters—and was based in Vermont’s rural culture of family farming. An

*Inexpensive ads ran in local papers to coincide with appearances by Elmer and his growing scarecrow army at the statehouse.*

As the meme spread, farmers and their allies gathered across the state to display support for the Farmer Protection Act by making scarecrows.
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aggressive media strategy and emphasis on popular education made “genetic engineering” a household term across the state.

Together, Rural Vermont and smartMeme developed a meme campaign that anchored the narrative by promoting the scarecrow as an icon of the campaign. The scarecrow was a powerful symbol because it embodied the idea of protecting the farmers and the crops from predators. It told the story that Rural Vermont was protecting the seeds against the latest threat from Monsanto.

The meme was launched with a series of inexpensive advertisements featuring “Elmer” the scarecrow. Elmer was depicted confronting corporate lawyers, and these images framed the conflict as local farmers vs. out-of-state corporate interests.

The farmers were explicit that they did not want to be cast as the victims, and so the campaign images depicted the scarecrow as powerful. The images show the scarecrow chasing corporate lawyers out of the pasture, using a light-saber-like flashlight to catch them in the hen house, and standing proud against the backdrop of an iconic Vermont landscape. In this way, the story-based strategy was reframing who had the power in the story, and foreshadowing victory.

As the campaign gained ground, Elmer the scarecrow mascot showed up in real life at the statehouse, along roads across the countryside, and at Rural Vermont rallies. The meme spread, carrying Rural Vermont’s story of protecting local agriculture and the rural way of life. Farmers and their allies gathered across the state
to make and display scarecrows as a show of public support for the campaign.

All of Rural Vermont’s hard work and organizing paid off and the Vermont state legislature passed the Farmer Protection Act in 2005. It was a major victory for the coalition of concerned Vermonter who rallied behind the scarecrow. Unfortunately, despite thousands of calls to the Republican governor’s office in support of the bill, he vetoed it in 2006.

This campaign provides the movement against genetically engineered agriculture an inspiring model, linking innovative policy work with grassroots organizing. Rural Vermont continues their work for “living soils, thriving farms, and healthy communities.”

5.4 CASE STUDY
Protect Our Waters: Our Most Precious Resource

Around the world, transnational companies are moving to aggressively privatize water and turn what has historically been a shared life-sustaining common resource into a lucrative commodity. Bottled water is big business, with global sales revenues approaching $100 billion dollars and continuing to grow. 4 Ironically, most of this market is in affluent countries like the U.S. that generally have safe tap water available for free.

In 2007, community residents of the Mt. Shasta area of Northern California invited smartMeme to support their efforts to prevent the construction of the nation’s largest water bottling plant. Nestlé Corporation—the world’s largest water company, based in Switzerland—was going to build the plant in the small town of McCloud. The company had been preparing the plans for several years and had convinced the five-person local Community Services District to sign a 100-year contract before there was any public debate. In response, local residents formed the Protect Our Waters Coalition (POW) to protect the ecological, cultural, and economic integrity of Mt. Shasta’s unique headwater areas for future generations. The coalition brought together the McCloud Watershed Council and two locally active sporting and conservation organizations—California Trout and Trout Unlimited.

smartMeme worked with the residents and their allies to provide training, facilitate group strategy sessions, and apply a nar-
rative power analysis to the campaign. It was clear that Nestlé had targeted McCloud because of its history as a former company town. It was once home to “Mother McCloud,” a timber company whose mill was the heart of the town until it closed some 25 years ago. POW realized that Nestlé was tapping into a nostalgic narrative of the “good old days.” The company presented themselves as Father Nestlé who would save the town by providing jobs and tax revenue. One local resident described how Nestlé’s representative even tried to build rapport with locals by mimicking McCloud fashion, exchanging his business suits for jeans and cowboy boots.

As the campaign heated up, Nestlé used many of the common divide-and-conquer tactics that big corporations often use to derail local opposition. They worked to frame the issue around the control meme of jobs versus the environment. They cast opponents of the plant as “out-of-towners” and “second-home owners” who were obstructing the “economic progress and development” the town desperately needed. They dismissed local concerns about large-scale water extraction as coming from “unreasonable environmentalists” who were more concerned about fish than jobs.

Nestlé had a signed contract with the town and seemingly immovable support from the pro-development County Board of Supervisors, but the concerned local residents did not give up. The coalition continued organizing and building
alliances, and with help from smartMeme, effectively won the battle of the story. They framed their campaign around water as a precious resource, both economically and as a symbol of the local way of life. They challenged Nestle’s There-Is-No-Alternative-Framing (see Section 3.8) by releasing their own economic report, which revealed that the plant would offer only low-wage jobs while dramatically increasing local truck traffic on the area’s only two-lane highway. They showed how Nestle’s contract was a bad deal for the town. They foreshadowed a more hopeful vision of the town uniting around a fair development project that would protect the local ecosystem.

A key strategy was to expand the frame beyond the impacted people of McCloud to tell a story about the region-wide threats of unchecked water development. In particular, Protect Our Waters knew they had to reach the ranching community who were among the most influential groups in the county.

Nestle’s jobs versus the environment framing was designed to tap into the ranchers’ history of contentious battles with environmentalists. It successfully kept the issue off the ranching communities’ radar, but the threat to ranchers was real. Nestle’s proposed bottling plant was so large that it was clearly intended to be a first step toward further extraction of the county’s ground water in additional locations.

In supporting the campaign, smartMeme worked to find a meme that could communicate the potential threat that Nestle’s bottling plant represented to the ranchers and the entire county. We experimented with brand busting and combined a humorous appropriation of Nestle’s signature striped straw from their flagship Nestle Quik chocolate drink, with a threat that was already familiar to the ranchers: “the spurge.” The spurge is

This ad created by smartMeme launched the Nestle spurge meme and helped alert the broader community to the potential threat of Nestle’s proposed plant.

This is a victory not just for the people of McCloud and their local ecosystem but for people everywhere who are standing up to corporate water privatizers.
an invasive plant species that degrades ranch land by absorbing too much water.

A double entendre was born—the Nestlé Spurge—a new type of invasive plant that also degrades the land by sucking up too much water. The campaign printed up materials modeled on pre-existing invasive plant alerts (playing with the cultural expressions of signage in the area). POW launched the meme at the biggest community event of the year: the County Fair.

Nestlé had also set up an informational table at the event. By all accounts, Nestlé’s representatives heard from numerous county residents who were starting to see Nestlé as a bad neighbor and the proposed plant as the first step in a full-scale water grab. The spurge meme experiment had proved successful!

The tireless activists of the Protect Our Waters coalition continued their efforts. In August of 2008 they won a major victory when Nestlé agreed to renegotiate the contract it had signed with the town. For the next year the community explored options that would minimize environmental damage and insure real economic benefits to the town. In September of 2009, nearly 6 years after Nestlé’s intentions became public, the company announced that it was abandoning its plans and leaving McCloud for good. This is a victory not just for the people of McCloud and their local ecosystem but for people everywhere who are standing up to corporate water privatizers.

5.5 CASE STUDY
The Coalition of Immokalee Workers: Consciousness + Commitment = Change
One of the most inspiring contemporary U.S. organizing efforts is the work of The Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) to build power and improve conditions for tomato pickers in southwestern Florida. Immokalee is the state’s largest farmworker community and is composed mostly of immigrants from Mexico (50%), Guatemala (30%), and Haiti (10%) as well as African Americans. Poverty wages, abuse of workers, and even literal enslavement are common. CIW “strives to build strength as a community on a basis of reflection and analysis, constant attention to coalition building across ethnic divisions, and an ongoing investment in leadership development to help our members continually develop their skills in community education and organization.”
CIW began organizing in 1993 as a small group of workers meeting in an Immokalee church. In the 1990s, they took action at the point of production, including three general strikes, and built public pressure on tomato growers with marches, hunger strikes, and other tactics. From 1997 to 2001, CIW helped expose three modern-day slavery operations and freed 500 workers from indentured servitude. These efforts won better conditions in the tomato industry, and built more power for CIW.

But with their power analysis, they knew that in order to change the tomato industry, they had to go further up the food chain. So, they set their sights on changing the purchasing practices of the fast-food companies that buy the tomatoes wholesale.

In 2001, CIW launched the national boycott of Taco Bell—calling on the fast-food giant to take responsibility for human rights abuses in the fields. They demanded that Taco Bell pay one penny more per pound of tomatoes in order to give farmworkers a fairer wage for their labor. CIW also proposed an enforceable human rights code of conduct that includes farmworkers in monitoring working

The Coalition of Immokalee Workers have brought the struggle of tomato pickers—some of the poorest and most marginalized workers in the country—to the point of consumption in the fast-food industry. Their inspiring campaigns have won wage increases for farmworkers and enforceable human rights agreements with tomato purchasers like Taco Bell, McDonald’s, Burger King, and Whole Foods.
conditions and holding companies accountable for sourcing tomatoes from sweatshop operations.

The Taco Bell boycott gained broad student, religious, labor, and community support in the nearly four years of its campaign. Boycott committees operated in nearly all 50 states. One of the most vibrant aspects of the campaign was the Student/ Farmworker Alliance (SFA) who led a fast-growing movement to “Boot the Bell” from college and high school campuses across the country.8

SFA operates as an ally to CIW, organizing students and youth across the country. Since Taco Bell’s marketing targeted young people, this was a key constituency on the campaign power map. Working with CIW, SFA creatively engaged in brand busting tactics like appropriating Taco Bell’s chihuahua dog mascot and slogan to say “Yo No Quiero Taco Bell,” and subverting the company’s omnipresent “Think Outside the Bun” tagline to become “Think Outside the Bell!” They supported the boycott with actions at the point of consumption, at chain stores on and off campuses.

Large-scale national actions at the point of decision included a 10-day hunger strike outside of Taco Bell headquarters in Irvine, CA. This was one of the largest hunger strikes in U.S. labor history, with over 75 farmworkers and students fasting during the 10-day period in 2003. In 2004 and 2005, the Taco Bell Truth Tours went cross-country featuring marches and actions at the corporate headquarters of Yum! Brands (Taco Bell’s parent company) in Louisville, Kentucky.

All the while the CIW was telling their story with dramatic imagery: pyramids of the tomato picking buckets representing the amount of tomatoes in a day’s work, photo galleries of workers’ calloused hands, colorful giant puppets of tomatoes and the Taco Bell chihuahua. The campaign amplified the voices of workers telling their stories about life in Immokalee. The core meme of their demand was: “One more penny per pound!” The framing of the boycott around slavery targeted assumptions about working conditions and made the invisible visible. The CIW
exposed human trafficking and bondage in the United States, a practice most people thought was long gone.

In March of 2005, on the eve of a major national convergence at their headquarters, Taco Bell’s parent company Yum! Brands signed an agreement to meet the CIW’s demands. Since that time, the Coalition of Immokalee Workers has successfully targeted McDonald’s and Burger King with the model of the Taco Bell campaign, and has won! They are also advancing on the grocery industry and have pressured Whole Foods to adopt a similar purchasing and human rights policy.

The CIW’s successful alliance building within Immokalee, and with student and faith communities nationally, has built a powerful movement for justice. In 2006, they launched the Alliance for Fair Food network to build power for human rights throughout the U.S. food system.9 Their local efforts in Immokalee include a radio station, community center, ongoing popular education, and exposing slavery and human rights violations. They also support cultural work in the community, and help build cooperatives of growers who pay fair wages.

The CIW’s core philosophy is “consciousness + commitment = change” and they prove it to be true! The Coalition is truly an inspirational challenge to corporate power, and an instructive model for the kind of work our world so urgently needs.10

---

The Student/Farmworker Alliance creatively engaged in brand busting tactics like appropriating Taco Bell’s Chihuahua dog mascot and subverting the company’s omnipresent “Think Outside the Bun” tagline to become “Think Outside the Bell!”
It’s about a fight for the planet’s resources, but the fight is taking place through a capture of the mind. We can only liberate our rivers and our seeds and our food, and our educational systems, and redefine and deepen democracy, by first liberating our minds and decolonizing our minds.

~ Vandana Shiva

(source: http://bawehali.files.wordpress.com/2011/06/therivervswaterinc_juhaszinterviewsshiva.pdf)
6. Facing the Ecological Crisis: A Call to Innovation

6.1 Beyond Talking Points

Frames emerge from history, and they are connected with institutions. To win, we must take on all of it—the frames, the history, and the institutions. We must have the courage to name what is right and plot a course that connects to everyday lives and transforms them. If we do this, we can re-frame our movements in ways that astonish, delight, and liberate.

~ From The Soul of Environmentalism, a response to The Death of Environmentalism by environmental justice leaders

Tune in to any serious scientific or long-term policy discussion and you can’t avoid the symptoms—mass extinction, global warming destabilizing the climate, skyrocketing disease rates linked to pollution, and the depletion of key resources such as topsoil, fresh water, biodiversity, and cheap oil.

These converging trends suggest a troubling forecast for our future. The ecological crisis is already feeding the historic dynamics of militarism, entrenched corporate power, and the systems of racism and oppression that have haunted the human family for generations. It is tragically predictable that the impacts of environmental collapse—like all structural problems—will follow the well-worn tracks of privilege that divide haves from have-nots.

The worst scenarios are rarely discussed but increasingly fore-shadowed: private mercenary armies on the flooded streets of post-Katrina New Orleans. The militarized water grabs in the West Bank. Financial meltdown and global recession. Food riots.
More wars over the planet’s remaining oil supplies...This version of our future is already all too familiar.

It is inaccurate to compartmentalize these overlapping crises as an “environmental issue,” or an “energy issue,” or any type of “single issue.” Rather they are warning signs that our global system—which is based on centuries of unchecked industrial expansion, colonial conquest, and exploitation—has brought our planet’s ecological life-support systems perilously close to collapse. The crisis is the (often unacknowledged) white noise behind all discussions about the future—the future for our children, for our communities, for the economy, for the role of government, and for global society as a whole.

SmartMeme’s roots are in the earth-centered politics of ecological resistance movements. We founded the organization and wrote Re:Imagining Change because we believe that our lifetimes come at a decisive moment in the history of our planet—a moment that requires creative, bold, and strategic action.

Our times call out for more powerful and effective social movements. We need not only bigger movements but also better strategies to confront the crises head on. We need to un-earth the deep roots of our social and ecological problems in the worldview of the dominant culture. Social change, at the sweeping scale we need, will require systematic intervention into the pathological assumptions and control mythologies that maintain the status quo and limit the collective imagination of alternatives. Our movements need to
go beyond talking points and isolated policy proposals to actually shift the narratives that shape popular understanding of our economy, our political system, and our entire relationship with the natural world.

6.2 The Slow-Motion Apocalypse

We’re in a giant car heading towards a brick wall and everyone’s arguing over where they’re going to sit.
~ David Suzuki

Our lifetimes are witness to a slow-motion apocalypse—the gradual unraveling of the routines, expectations and institutions that comfort the privileged, and define the status quo.

But the word apocalypse does not mean the end of the world. The Greek word apokalypsis combines the verb “ka- lypto,” meaning “to cover or to hide,” with the prefix “apo,” meaning “away.” Apocalypse literally means “take the cover away,” or to “lift the veil” and reveal something that has not been seen.3

And thus these are indeed apocalyptic times. A 2008 poll reveals that 62% of Americans already agree with the statement “The earth is headed for an environmental catastrophe unless we change.”4 As the veil lifts, the assumptions and narratives that rationalize the status quo are shifting. What has been made invisible (by propaganda and privilege alike) has become a glaring truth: global corporate capitalism is on a collision course with the planet’s ecological limits.

As activists, we often dare not speak this whole truth for
fear of self-marginalizing, terrifying people, or worse—dousing the essential fires of hope with a paralyzing despair.

Indeed, to face the scale and implications of the ecological crisis requires a degree of psychological courage. The lifting of the veil can release an emotional rollercoaster of anxiety, anger, grief, and despair. When we take it all in—all of the suffering, all of the destruction, all that is at risk—added onto our ongoing daily struggles, it is difficult not to be overwhelmed. Denial is a common response and an effective poultice, however temporary.

A narrative power analysis helps us understand denial as a dynamic that shapes the terms of the debate around the ecological crisis. The assumption that the United States can “go green” on its current path, rather than fundamentally change our systems to operate within ecological limits, is one such manifestation. Denial is one of the key psychological undercurrents in the dominant culture that is preventing widespread acknowledgement of the scope of the ecological crisis, and keeping the apocalypse suspended in surreal slow motion. Denial is a more comfortable alternative to despair, but its impact on the collective political imagination is equally corrosive.

We also see this dynamic inside of progressive movements. Among many dedicated activist groups, there is an unstated culture of self-preserving denial. We see it expressed in various ways: rigid boundaries around an issue or constituency, an exclusive focus on short-term “wins,” and a suspension of disbelief about the limits of current strategies to face the crisis. The underlying assumption is that if we just keep doing what we’ve been doing, and just work harder at it, it will be enough.

Stagnation is the prevailing creative tendency in too many of our organizations. While some tactics are improved, innovation of strategies is perennially postponed. The undertow of denial can keep our movements trapped in a crisis of imagination. The consequences are a policy paradigm incapable of dealing with the scope of the overlapping crises. The sector plods on while an increasingly unnerved public is left vulnerable to fearmongering, corporate greenwashing, and phony quick-fix techno solutions.
6.3 Psychic Breaks

Sometimes a breakdown can be the beginning of a kind of breakthrough, a way of living in advance through a trauma that prepares you for a future of radical transformation.

~ Cherrie Moraga

But what happens when denial is shattered by unfolding events? Dramatic crisis situations can challenge underlying assumptions and redefine the conventional wisdom. These cultural and political moments freeze-frame and expose the limitations of current understandings: 9/11, the U.S. invasion of Iraq, the flooding of New Orleans, and the 2008 Wall Street meltdown are all recent examples.

These sorts of seismic events inevitably disrupt the dominant culture’s mental maps and can trigger mass psychic breaks: moments when status quo stories no longer hold true, and a critical mass of people can’t deny that what is happening in the world is out of alignment with their values. People are left searching for new explanations, and are potentially open to new perspectives and willing to take new risks. As a result, the narrative landscape can shift rapidly and unexpectedly as the terms of debate are redefined.

Psychic breaks open new political space and can provide powerful opportunities for new stories to take root in popular consciousness. We’ve seen it in the upwelling of community building since 9/11, the outrage and mass civil disobedience during the U.S. military invasion of Iraq, the outpouring of mutual aid during hurricane Katrina, and the fallout from the Wall Street financial meltdown and the contested story of free-market ideology.

Unfortunately, though, these moments are often hijacked by power-holders who use fear to manipulate trauma and re-enforce old power dynamics. The post-9/11 psychic break quickly
Seismic events can trigger mass psychic breaks: moments when status quo stories no longer hold true, and a critical mass of people can’t deny that what is happening in the world is out of alignment with their values.

popular understanding of the complicated crises that define our times. As the crisis compounds, these events have a momentum of their own—with or without us.

As the slow-motion apocalypse accelerates, will the fallout trigger more reactionary backlash or true progressive change? Will the mass psychic breaks of the future unleash popular momentum for social transformation? Or will they serve as an excuse for mass manipulation by desperate elites struggling to maintain the status quo?

The answers depend on how effectively change agents can harness awakenings from denial to build movements that can fundamentally shift the course of events. As the control mythologies unravel, our movements can offer new narratives and foreshadow new, more just futures...but to do so means we must be ready to wage the battle of story in the midst of upheaval, fracture, and rapid change. In this day and age, where cascading events unfold in the 24-hour media environment, when the old story is eroding rapidly, we have to be ready to intervene in the spectacle, reframe, and launch new stories.
6.4 Toward Ecological Justice

There are no passengers on Spaceship Earth. We are all crew.  
~ Marshall McLuhan

The history of grassroots social change teaches, “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” This equation reflects the power of narrative to multiply a social movement’s power when a common story unites and mobilizes popular energy toward shared goals.

At smartMeme, we believe that our times demand that we build more holistic movements with the capacity to tell stories that bring together a commitment to social justice with the vision of an ecologically sane future. We believe that to address the global challenges of our lifetimes, our movements must cultivate a broader understanding of narrative power and develop more sophisticated story-based strategies. Our movements need to nurture a culture of strategic innovation. Organizations need Research and Development budgets, street level laboratories, and a swarm of creative strategists. We need to shift the activist culture to see innovation not as a luxury at the edge of “the work,” but rather as a necessity at the heart of “the work.” We must be willing to take risks and re-imagine not only a vision for our communities, but also a vision of what social change process and practice can look like.

And make no mistake, bold innovations are afoot: From the community supported agriculture

We must be willing to take risks and re-imagine not only a vision for our communities, but also a vision of what social change process and practice can look like.

Representatives from the Indigenous Peoples Caucus lead a march of over 100,000 people outside the United Nations COP-15 climate summit in Copenhagen. The mobilization brought together an alliance of global movements taking action both inside and outside the conference to demand “system change not climate change.” (December 2009) Photo by Orin Langelle/GJEP-GFC
Innovators at the Movement Generation Justice & Ecology Project are redefining the potential of earth-centered politics by “cultivating an urban justice based approach to ecology.”
(www.movementgeneration.org)

(CSA) program of the Milwaukee racial justice organization Growing Power, to the cross-cutting work at the Center for Media Justice in Oakland, to the community-based corporate campaigning of the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) in Florida. There are countless examples of cross-sector work bubbling up in communities across the country. Innovative organizations are stepping beyond single-issue politics to open new political spaces, test new models and embrace new organizational forms. Leaders are forging new alliances that build unity amongst different issues, constituencies, and movements without creating structures that deny our differences or compromise our diversity. The victory of the Obama campaign showed the power of hopeful stories to unite people, and the mobilizing potential of the Millennial generation, who mashed up Twittering and good old-fashioned door-knocking to get out the vote in record numbers.

Now the Obama presidency (and resulting backlash) has complicated how social movements engage around numerous issues and underscored the need for flexibility and innovation.

In the midst of this historic moment, one of the exciting trends is the growing momentum linking ecological politics with social justice organizing. Around the world, the call for “climate justice” is galvanizing social movements to address the root causes of the climate crisis. In the U.S., trailblazing groups like the Movement Generation Justice & Ecology Project are designing political education curricula and facilitating strategic planning for action around the ecological crisis for economic and racial justice organizers working in urban communi-

The transformational stories of 21st-century change will celebrate the heroes at the margins, inspire us to face the true scale of our problems, and herald visions of a world remade.
New ways of telling our stories that combine ecological analysis with the historic demands for equity and justice are emerging. Memes like “just transition” and “ecological justice” are spreading and challenging status quo assumptions. Visions are taking shape, foreshadowing the multi-racial alliances, networks and grassroots movements that will undertake the grand project of redesigning our society to be both sustainable and inclusive. Collectively the work to craft a politics that is commensurate with the scale of the crisis is evolving.

**Story-based strategy** has an important role to play in supporting these types of innovations. When we come together across social divides to share our histories and our dreams, new understandings of interconnection can emerge. Storytelling can help us build relationship across divides of race, class, gender, and culture. **Story-based strategy** can help us articulate shared values and more effectively communicate the connections between all the “issues.”

The name *smartMeme* is inspired by a vision of grassroots change agents collaboratively creating and unleashing memes designed to challenge assumptions and change destructive stories. The *smart* implies both effective and networked: memes that are born from and spread through people-powered collaboration. Our movements desperately need smarter memes that encapsulate and popularize stories with the creative power to point us toward a more democratic, just, peaceful, and ecologically sane future.

*SmartMeme*’s years of experimentation lead us to believe that there is vast transformative potential in narrative social change strategies. The **story-based strategy** model that we’ve outlined in the preceding pages is a rudimentary sketch of the possibilities. There are more ideas to explore, more stories to tell, and more interventions to imagine. We offer *Re:Imagining Change* as
an invitation to change agents from all walks of life to embrace a vision of ecological justice, and step into your power as strategists and storytellers.

To succeed we must resist the despair and overcome the denial that have shaped our responses to the crisis for too long. Our generations have the opportunity to lead a path toward ecological reconstruction, mass reconciliation, a more free, just society, and ultimately a better world for all.

But to succeed our movements must become the culture’s storytellers. The transformational stories of 21st-century change will applaud the heroes at the margins, inspire us to face the true scale of our problems, and herald visions of a world remade. They will accommodate complexity, celebrate diversity, and foreshadow the challenges and triumphs we all will face. But these stories will not be handed down from the meme-makers on high. They will emerge as collaborative strategies from communities and grassroots movements. They will emerge from struggle and celebration.

Our movements can transform fear and denial into hope and action, if we have the courage to experiment, innovate, struggle, and win. In the new stories emerging from grassroots movements around the planet lie the creative sparks to reimagine change and remake our world.
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3. TINA—there is no alternative—is a phrase coined by British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in the early 1980s as part of her austerity campaign of shredding the British welfare system, instituting mass privatization, and challenging organized labor. Her economic policies became a model for much of the neoliberal reforms that have now become tragically common around the world.

4. This action is well documented in a number of histories of the U.S. radical ecology movement and described in Martha F. Lee’s Earth First! Environmental Apocalypse (Syracuse University Press, 1995).


V. Changing the Story


2. For a video clip of the save the whales campaign, see: http://archives.cbc.ca/IDC-1-69-867 5005/life_society/greenpeace/clip3.


4. For more information about the destructive nature of the bottled water industry see www.thinkoutsidethebottle.org.

5. See: http://ciw-online.org.


7. Ibid.

8. SFA was smartMeme’s first partner in our STORY youth program.

Endnotes
SmartMeme regards SFA as an exemplary model of an effective network of youth leaders working in accountable relationship with a directly impacted community in a worker-led alliance. The SFA operates in a youth-led model of mobilizing students through a corporate campaign, which is led by people who are most directly affected in the corporate race-to-the-bottom. SmartMeme has supported SFA in developing their message and media capacity, as well as their overall story and visual brand. SmartMeme also supported leadership development work by facilitating strategy sessions and offering story-based strategy trainings at the (now annual) “Youth Encuentro in Immokalee.” Visit them @ http://www.sfalliance.org.


VI. Afterword


3. Edinger, Edward F. Archetype of the Apocalypse: Divine Vengeance, Terrorism, and the End of the World 1999 Open Court: Chicago. Until his death in 1999 Edinger was one of the leading Jungian analysts in the U.S.

Glossary

**action logic** – the explicit or implicit narrative that is illustrated by a specific action; how an action makes sense politically to an outside observer (see meta-verb).

**advertising** – the manipulation of collective desire for commercial/political interests (see also branding).

**apocalypse** – the Greek word apokalypsis combines the verb “kalypto” meaning to “cover or to hide,” with the prefix “apo” meaning “away.” Apocalypse literally means to “take the cover away,” or to “lift the veil” and reveal something that has not been seen.

**assumption** – something that is accepted as true without proof; hypothesis that is taken for granted.

**battle of the story** – 1. the political contest of defining meaning and framing a situation (or issue) for a popular audience 2. a social change narrative with the goal of persuading people who aren’t necessarily already in agreement with the social change effort. (See also story of the battle.)

**branding** – the processes and demarcations to endow an object (product), idea, or person with specific narrative and emotional qualities. A common expression of narrative power and a cornerstone concept for the age of hyperconsumerism and corporatized culture.

**brand busting** – a tactic to pressure corporate decision makers by linking the company’s public image or brand with the injustices they are perpetrating.

**change agent** – a person who embraces her or his own power as a catalyst; a term for anyone who is engaged in some form of social change work.

**changing the story** – a catch phrase to describe the complex process of shifting the dominant public understanding of an issue or situation.

**confirmation bias** – the concept emerging from psychological and cognitive studies on framing showing that people are more likely to believe new information if it resonates with their existing values or confirms things they already believe.

**control meme** – a meme that acts as a container for control myths or spreads oppressive stories. Commonly, a meme that marginalizes, co-opts, or limits the scale of social change ideas by institutionalizing a status quo bias into popular perception of events or ideas (e.g., separate-but-equal ... death tax, or surgical strike). (See also meme.)

**control mythology** – the web of stories, symbols, and ideas that define the dominant culture. Includes stories that assume the system is unchangeable or limit our imagination of social change.

**culture** – (from the Latin cultura stemming from colere, meaning “to
cultivate”) refers to patterns of human activity including ways of living, arts, beliefs, and institutions that are passed down through the generations. A matrix of shared mental maps that define collective meanings. (See also narrative space.)

**culture jamming** – a technique to subvert dominant culture narratives such as corporate advertising or control mythologies by co-opting slogans and images and re-contextualizing them to create (usually subversive) new meanings.

**designer meme** – a meme created for a specific purpose (See smart meme and control meme.)

**dominant culture** – the constellation of specific cultural beliefs, norms, and practices shaped by powerful interests that have been normalized (often as “mainstream”) by marginalizing, invisibilizing, silencing, criminalizing, annihilating, or assimilating other cultural beliefs and practices through historical processes of domination and control. Sometimes also described as hegemony.

**direct action at the point of assumption** – action with the goal of intervention in narrative space in order to reframe social issues by targeting underlying assumptions and changing the story.

**earth-centered** – (1) a political perspective to situate your life and your efforts as a change agent in the context of the planet’s ecological operating systems, cultural diversity, biodiversity, and efforts to re-center human society within the Earth’s natural limits & cycles. (2) a politicized acceptance of the sacredness of living systems.

**ecological justice** – an emerging frame to describe holistic, community led responses to the ecological crisis that combine a vision of respect and restoration of natural systems with advocacy for justice in all its forms. (See earth-centered)

**elements of story** – the five components of a narrative that smart-Meme uses to apply a narrative power analysis: conflict, characters, images, foreshadowing, and underlying assumptions.

**frame** – the larger story that shapes understanding of information, experiences, and messages; the structure and boundaries of a narrative that defines point of view and power. Frames operate as pre-existing narrative lenses in our minds.

**hegemony** – a concept developed in the 1930s by the imprisoned Italian Communist leader Antonio Gramsci, describes how powerful interests and institutions don’t just rule society with coercion and violence, but also define society’s norms through a dominant culture. This multifaceted, intergenerational cultural process limits the terms of the debate to make ideas that challenge the status quo almost unthinkable.
**information warfare** – as defined by the U.S. military in the 1996 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction Number 3210.01: "Actions taken to achieve information superiority by affecting adversary information, information based processes, and information systems." It includes the realm of psychological operations and the manipulation of narrative and public opinion for military purposes.

**intervention** – an action meant to change the course of events; interference or interaction with a previously existing narrative, audience, social structure, system, venue or space.

**meme** – (rhymes with dream) a unit of self-replicating cultural information (e.g., idea, slogan, melody, ritual, symbol) that spreads virally from imagination to imagination and generation to generation. Coined by evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in 1976 as analogous to “gene,” from a Greek root meaning “to imitate.” Glenn Grant defines it as "A contagious information pattern." A meme operates as a container, capsule, or carrier for a story.

**meta-verb** – the overarching verb that embodies the narrative of a social action or intervention (e.g., resist, disrupt, counter, or expose). (See action logic.)

**movement** – a critical mass of people who share ideas and values, organize in large informal groupings and networks of individuals and/or organizations, take collective social action, and build alternative institutions to create social change.

**narrative** – (*from the Proto-Indo-European root gnō-, “to know”) a story or account of events, sequenced over time and space; a fundamental cognitive structuring process for the human mind to make meaning and relate with the world.

**narrative filters** – the existing stories and assumptions people have about the world that screen out new information that doesn’t fit with their existing mental frame works (See confirmation bias.)

**narrative logic** – a coherent narrative structure that effectively communicates the desired message; all the elements of the story make sense together and reinforce the intended meaning. (See action logic)

**narrative power** – a multi-faceted and fluid form of power expressed through stories, particularly through the processes that socially construct specific stories as “the truth.” (See power and narrative power analysis.)

**narrative power analysis** – an analytical framework for assessing the interactions between narrative and relationships of power. The approach is grounded in the recognition that since the human brain uses stories to understand the world, all power relations have a narrative dimension.
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It can be used deconstructively to examine existing stories, as well as constructively to create new stories.

**narrative space** – the ethereal realm of common stories, ideas, and images that connect people in shared cultural and ideological frameworks.

**narrowcasting** – targeting information to a specific audience rather than the general public; the term emerged as a contrast to traditional broadcasting.

**people-power** – the term originates from the 1986 mass uprising when the people of the Philippines nonviolently overthrew their authoritarian government. It has come to mean any movement or social change strategy that recognizes that dominant institutions rely on the consent of the masses and that the removal of popular consent can lead to dramatic social changes.

**point of intervention** – a place in a system, be it a physical system or a conceptual system (ideology, cultural assumption, etc.) where action can be taken to effectively interfere with the system in order to change it. Examples include point of production (factory), point of destruction (logging road), point of consumption (retail store), point of decision (corporate headquarters), and point of assumption (intervening in an existing narrative, making alternatives visible).

**popular culture** – patterns of human activity and symbolic structures that are popular, often defined or determined by the mass media and expressed in vernacular language. The roots of the term relate to the culture of “the common people” in contrast with the “high culture” of elites.

**power** – a complex area of social change theory that we at smartMeme generally define as a dynamic set of relationships between people, institutions and ideas characterized by the (often unequal) distribution of controlling influence. We also use the “three-fold model” of power from strategic nonviolence—power over, power-with, and power within—as a way to name the types of power we are working with in social change endeavors. (See narrative power.)

**power-holder** – an individual who possesses influence within a specific power structure. This person is sometimes known as a “decision maker,” and is often the target of a campaign.

**psychic break** – the process or moment of realization whereby a deeply held dominant culture narrative comes into question, oftentimes stemming from a revelation that a system, event, or course of events is out of alignment with core values.

**racism** – we find the definition provided by the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond to be particularly useful: “Racism is race prejudice plus power. Historically in the U.S. it has been the single most critical
barrier to building effective coalitions for social change. Racism has been consciously and systematically erected, and it can be undone only if people understand what it is, where it comes from, how it functions, and why it is perpetuated.”

**radical** – a problem-solving approach that focuses attention on addressing the root cause of problems rather than the symptoms. Also: a change agent who adopts this approach.

**reframing** – the process of shifting popular understanding of an issue, event or situation by changing the terms for how it is understood. (see **changing the story** and **frame**)

**smart meme** – a designer meme that aims to change the story by injecting ideas into popular culture, contesting established meaning (and/or control memes), and facilitating popular re-thinking of assumptions. Smart memes act as containers for collaborative power, reveal creative possibilities, and grow out of the networked possibility of grassroots social movements (compare with **control meme**).

**social change** – the holistic process of collectively changing social power relationships (and aspects therein) including processes, material conditions, institutional power and economic distribution—as well as narrative frameworks and culture.

**spectacle** – a concept coming from the work of the radical French artist-philosopher-revolutionary Guy Debord to describe “a social relation between people that is mediated by images.”

**story** – a catch-all descriptor of all types of narratives, from mundane anecdotes to deep-seated cultural frameworks (See also **narrative** and **elements of story.**)

**story-based strategy** – a framework that links movement building with an analysis of narrative power and places storytelling at the center of social change strategy. The framework provides tools to craft more effective social change stories, challenge assumptions, intervene in prevailing cultural narratives, and **change the story** around an issue.

**story of the battle** – a social change narrative that intends to mobilize an audience of people who already share political assumptions with the communicator.

**strategy** – a premeditated and systematic plan of action to achieve a particular goal. Strategy is inseparable from analysis and requires reflection and flexibility to adapt to emergent situations.
Further Reading


About Center for Story-based Strategy (formerly smartMeme)

In 2012, as part of celebrating our 10th anniversary, the smartMeme Strategy & Training Project evolved into the Center for Story-based Strategy (CSS).

CSS is a national strategy center dedicated to harnessing the power of narrative for movement building. We use story-based approaches to amplify the impact of grassroots organizing, communicate transformative possibilities, and reimagine social change strategy.

The organization has trained thousands of organizers and partnered with hundreds of high-impact organizations to build shared narratives, frame issues, strengthen alliances, and win campaigns. CSS has found that story is a powerful tool to reach across issues, connect generations, and bridge the fault lines of race, gender, and class. Our impact includes behind-the-scenes support on scores of campaigns, demonstrations and mass direct actions, from supporting innovative worker organizing, to amplifying the voices of indigenous leaders in the United Nations climate talks to training the Occupy Wall Street media team.

CSS believes that fundamental social change is not only possible but urgently needed, and that people-powered grassroots social movements, led by communities who are most directly affected, are the engines of true social progress. The organization is cultivating a thriving community of innovative practitioners who are changing the story and changing the world. Visit us online and get involved at www.storybasedstrategy.org
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PM Press was founded at the end of 2007 by a small collection of folks with decades of publishing, media, and organizing experience. PM Press co-conspirators have published and distributed hundreds of books, pamphlets, CDs, and DVDs. Members of PM have founded enduring book fairs, spearheaded victorious tenant organizing campaigns, and worked closely with bookstores, academic conferences, and even rock bands to deliver political and challenging ideas to all walks of life. We’re old enough to know what we’re doing and young enough to know what’s at stake.

We seek to create radical and stimulating fiction and nonfiction books, pamphlets, T-shirts, visual and audio materials to entertain, educate, and inspire you. We aim to distribute these through every available channel with every available technology, whether that means you are seeing anarchist classics at our bookfair stalls; reading our latest vegan cookbook at the café; downloading geeky fiction e-books; or digging new music and timely videos from our website.

Contact us for direct ordering and questions about all PM Press releases, as well as manuscript submissions, review copy requests, foreign rights sales, author interviews, to book an author for an event, and to have PM Press attend your bookfair:

PM Press • PO Box 23912 • Oakland, CA 94623
510-658-3906 • info@pmpress.org

Buy books and stay on top of what we are doing at:

www.pmpress.org
These are indisputably momentous times—the financial system is melting down globally and the Empire is stumbling. Now more than ever there is a vital need for radical ideas.

In the seven years since its founding—and on a mere shoestring—PM Press has risen to the formidable challenge of publishing and distributing knowledge and entertainment for the struggles ahead. With over 250 releases to date, we have published an impressive and stimulating array of literature, art, music, politics, and culture. Using every available medium, we’ve succeeded in connecting those hungry for ideas and information to those putting them into practice.

Friends of PM allows you to directly help impact, amplify, and revitalize the discourse and actions of radical writers, filmmakers, and artists. It provides us with a stable foundation from which we can build upon our early successes and provides a much-needed subsidy for the materials that can’t necessarily pay their own way. You can help make that happen—and receive every new title automatically delivered to your door once a month—by joining as a Friend of PM Press. And, we’ll throw in a free T-shirt when you sign up.

Here are your options:

- $30 a month: Get all books and pamphlets plus 50% discount on all webstore purchases
- $40 a month: Get all PM Press releases (including CDs and DVDs) plus 50% discount on all webstore purchases
- $100 a month: Superstar—Everything plus PM merchandise, free downloads, and 50% discount on all webstore purchases

For those who can’t afford $30 or more a month, we’re introducing Sustainer Rates at $15, $10, and $5. Sustainers get a free PM Press T-shirt and a 50% discount on all purchases from our website.

Your Visa or Mastercard will be billed once a month, until you tell us to stop. Or until our efforts succeed in bringing the revolution around. Or the financial meltdown of Capital makes plastic redundant. Whichever comes first.
While many around the globe are increasingly wondering if another world is indeed possible, few are mapping out potential avenues—and flagging wrong turns—en route to a post-capitalist future. In this groundbreaking analysis of the financial meltdown, renowned radical political economists Albo, Gindin and Panitch lay bare the roots of the crisis in the inner logic of capitalism itself.

With an unparalleled understanding of capitalism, the authors provocatively challenge the call by much of the Left for a return to a largely mythical Golden Age of economic regulation as a check on finance capital unbound. They deftly illuminate how the era of neoliberal free markets has been, in practice, under-girded by state intervention on a massive scale. The authors argue that it’s time to start thinking about genuinely transformative alternatives to capitalism—and how to build the collective capacity to get us there. *In and Out of Crisis* stands to be the enduring critique of the crisis and an indispensable springboard for a renewed Left.

“Greg Albo, Sam Gindin, and Leo Panitch provide a perceptive, and persuasive, analysis of the origins of the crisis, arguing that the left must go beyond the demand for re-regulation, which, they assert, will not solve the economic or environmental crisis, and must instead demand public control of the banks and the financial sector, and of the uses to which finance is put. This is an important book that should be read widely, especially by those hoping to revitalize the left.”

—Barbara Epstein, author of *The Minsk Ghetto 1941–1943: Jewish Resistance and Soviet Internationalism*
Capital and Its Discontents
Conversations with Radical Thinkers in a Time of Tumult
Sasha Lilley
$20.00 • 978-1-60486-334-5
320 pages

Capitalism is stumbling, empire is faltering, and the planet is thawing. Yet many people are still grasping to understand these multiple crises and to find a way forward to a just future. Into the breach come the essential insights of Capital and Its Discontents, which cut through the gristle to get to the heart of the matter about the nature of capitalism and its inner workings. Through a series of incisive conversations with some of the most eminent thinkers and political economists on the Left—including David Harvey, Ellen Meiksins Wood, Mike Davis, Leo Panitch, Tariq Ali, and Noam Chomsky—Capital and Its Discontents illuminates the dynamic contradictions undergirding capitalism and the potential for its dethroning. At a moment when capitalism as a system is more reviled than ever, here is an indispensable toolbox of ideas for action by some of the most brilliant thinkers of our times.

“These conversations illuminate the current world situation in ways that are very useful for those hoping to orient themselves and find a way forward to effective individual and collective action. Highly recommended.”
—Kim Stanley Robinson, New York Times bestselling author of the Mars Trilogy and The Years of Rice and Salt

“This is an extremely important book. It is the most detailed, comprehensive, and best study yet published on the most recent capitalist crisis and its discontents. Sasha Lilley sets each interview in its context, writing with style, scholarship and wit about ideas and philosophies.”
—Andrej Grubacic, radical sociologist and social critic, co-author of Wobblies and Zapatistas
Global Slump analyzes the world financial meltdown as the first systemic crisis of the neoliberal stage of capitalism. It argues that—far from having ended—the crisis has ushered in a whole period of worldwide economic and political turbulence. In developing an account of the crisis as rooted in fundamental features of capitalism, Global Slump challenges the view that its source lies in financial deregulation. It offers an original account of the “financialization” of the world economy and explores the connections between international financial markets and new forms of debt and dispossession, particularly in the Global South. The book shows that, while averting a complete meltdown, the massive intervention by central banks laid the basis for recurring crises for poor and working class people. It traces new patterns of social resistance for building an anti-capitalist opposition to the damage that neoliberal capitalism is inflicting on the lives of millions.

“In this book, McNally confirms—once again—his standing as one of the world's leading Marxist scholars of capitalism. For a scholarly, in depth analysis of our current crisis that never loses sight of its political implications (for them and for us), expressed in a language that leaves no reader behind, there is simply no better place to go.”

—Bertell Ollman, Professor, Department of Politics, NYU, and author of Dance of the Dialectic: Steps in Marx's Method

“David McNally’s tremendously timely book is packed with significant theoretical and practical insights, and offers actually-existing examples of what is to be done. Global Slump urgently details how changes in the capitalist space-economy over the past 25 years, especially in the forms that money takes, have expanded wide-scale vulnerabilities for all kinds of people, and how people fight back. In a word, the problem isn’t neo-liberalism—it’s capitalism.”

—Ruth Wilson Gilmore, University of Southern California and author, Golden Gulag
Catastrophism
The Apocalyptic Politics of Collapse and Rebirth
Sasha Lilley, David McNally, Eddie Yuen, and James Davis
Foreword by Doug Henwood
$16.00 • ISBN: 978-1-60486-589-9
192 Pages

We live in catastrophic times. The world is reeling from the deepest economic crisis since the Great Depression, with the threat of further meltdowns ever-looming. Global warming and myriad dire ecological disasters worsen—with little if any action to halt them—their effects rippling across the planet in the shape of almost biblical floods, fires, droughts, and hurricanes. Governments warn that there is no alternative to the bitter medicine they prescribe—or risk devastating financial or social collapse. The right, whether religious or secular, views the present as catastrophic and wants to turn the clock back. The left fears for the worst, but hopes some good will emerge from the rubble. Visions of the apocalypse and predictions of impending doom abound. Across the political spectrum, a culture of fear reigns.

Catastrophism explores the politics of apocalypse—on the left and right, in the environmental movement—and examines why the lens of catastrophe can distort our understanding of the dynamics at the heart of these numerous disasters—and fatally impede our ability to transform the world. Lilley, McNally, Yuen, and Davis probe the reasons why catastrophic thinking is so prevalent, and challenge the belief that it is only out of the ashes that a better society may be born. The authors argue that those who care about social justice and the environment should jettison doomsaying—even as it relates to indisputably apocalyptic climate change. Far from calling people to arms, they suggest, catastrophic fear often results in passivity and paralysis—and, at worst, reactionary politics.

“In an age when even Mayan prophecies of the end of the long cycle are turned into prophecies of doom and destruction, this book offers a reasoned and lucid alternative understanding. Definitive and momentous, this book should be mandatory reading for everyone who wishes to comprehend the world we live in and change it for the better.”

—George Katsiaficas, author of Asia’s Unknown Uprisings
Organizing Cools the Planet offers a challenge to all concerned about the ecological crisis: find your frontline. This booklet weaves together stories, analysis, organizing tools, and provocative questions, to offer a snapshot of the North American Climate Justice movement and provide pathways for readers to participate in it. Authors share hard lessons learned, reflect on strategy, and grapple with the challenges of their roles as organizers who do not come from “frontline communities” but work to build a movement big enough for everyone and led by the priorities and solutions of low-income people, communities of color, Indigenous, youth, and other constituencies most directly impacted by the crisis. Rooted in the authors’ experiences organizing in local, national, and international arenas, they challenge readers to look at the scale of ecological collapse with open eyes, without falling prey to disempowering doomsday narratives. This booklet is for anyone who wants to build a movement with the resiliency to navigate one of the most rapid transitions in human history.

“There is no task more urgent than to organize a mass popular movement to deal effectively with the looming environmental crisis. The barriers are high, the forces opposed powerful. All the more reason to dedicate ourselves to the kinds of efforts outlined Joshua Kahn Russell and Hilary Moore’s booklet.”

—Noam Chomsky

“In an atmosphere heavy with doomsday predictions and fear, this pamphlet is a breath of fresh air. Joshua Kahn Russell and Hilary Moore weave together stories and organizing tools to create a vision for practical transition amid the climate crisis. Organizing Cools the Planet confronts pressing questions of our time.”

—Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, Founding Director, Indigenous World Association